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Updated February 1, 2017 – See Guidance

Medical Marijuana Dispensary Permit Application

You may apply for one dispensary permit in this application for any of the medical marijuana regions
listed below. A separate application must be submitted for each primary dispensary location sought by
the applicant. Please see the Medical Marijuana Organization Permit Application Instructions for a table
of the counties within each medical marijuana region and the counties in which you are eligible to locate
your primary dispensary.

Please check to indicate the medical marijuana region, and specify the county, for which you are
applying for a dispensary permit:

☐ Northwest ☐ Northcentral ☐ Northeast
☐ Southwest ☐ Southcentral ☒ Southeast

County 1 (Primary Dispensary Location): Philadelphia
County 2 (if applicable): Montgomery
County 3 (if applicable): Berks

Department of Health Use
Only

# Received
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Primary Dispensary Location (please indicate dispensary name as you would like it to appear on the
dispensary permit)
Facility Name: Port Richmond Dispensary
Address: 3368 Memphis St
City: Philadelphia State: PA Zip Code: 19134
County: Philadelphia Municipality: Philadelphia
PLEASE PROVIDE A DESCRIPTION OF THE PUBLIC ACCESS TO THE DISPENSARY LOCATION, INCLUDING ANY LOCAL PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION THAT MAY BE AVAILABLE:

Our Access Philosophy
Our healthcare focused company is committed to delivering best in class cannabis extracts, other
cannabis based products, and most importantly a comprehensive wellness plan for the patients we
serve. Quality customer service and a comfortable, positive customer experience are of the utmost
importance to us. Our highly trained and educated Pharmacists, Nurse Practitioners and Patient
Care Consultants are compassionate and devoted to the well being of our patients. They have been
educated and are well-researched on each of the seventeen conditions we seek to treat under the
program.

To understand each individual’s specific conditions and different needs, they will work closely with
the patient to create a loyal and trusting relationship so the patient can open up about their
conditions. Our on-site Pharmacist, on-site Nurse Practitioner, and Patient Care Consultants will
work together with the patient to design a comprehensive wellness plan during their first visit with
the healing properties of Cannabis at the center of the plan. Each of our patients’ plans will be
continuously monitored by our Pharmacist-led team to deliver the most efficacious treatment as
effectively as possible for their condition(s).

Elemental Health Group will serve the highest quality medical grade cannabis, and related products
to patients in our dispensaries by maintaining rigorous quality control standards and establishing
good practices for the emerging Medical Cannabis industry in Pennsylvania. By employing
professional, experienced, and well-trained Patient Consultants mentored by top leaders in the
industry, we will be able to distribute the highest quality cannabis to our patients. It is our goal to
turn patients into active participants in their healthcare and wellness plans.

Patient Experience
We believe deeply in the medicinal value of Cannabis and it is our mission to share that belief by
offering top of the line holistic medications as an alternative to prescription drugs. Our on-site
Pharmacists, on-site Nurse Practitioners, and Patient Care Consultants will act as a learned
intermediary for our patients. They’re solely focused on educating patients on the healing
properties of Cannabis including high quality CBD (non-psychoactive) and low THC (psychoactive
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component) strains as well as 100% CBD strains. We will only serve pharmaceutical grade
cannabis extracts in our state of the art facilities. We strongly promote these types of product in our
operating partner’s facilities in Arizona, Nevada, Maryland, and Massachusetts. The founders of
Elemental Health Group are dedicated to the quality of care for our medical cannabis patients at our
operating partner’s existing facilities and we will replicate that for patients in Pennsylvania.

All of our patients will receive a follow up call from our Clinical Director together with the Patient
Care Consultant to discuss their comprehensive treatment plan and the prescribed products,
physical delivery method, and doses. We will encourage all patients to schedule a follow up with
our on site Pharmacist or Nurse Practitioner and their Patient Care Consultant to review their plan
and make any necessary changes in person. Our dispensaries have an 80% retention rate in the
states we are currently operating in. Our unbiased online reviews will be able to be viewed by
anyone at anytime. In our operating partner’s locations, we have created a trusting and family
oriented atmosphere where all patients are confident that their needs will be met by our
compassionate and caring staff and we aim to replicate that same model in Pennsylvania.

Public Access to Our Dispensary
In choosing our dispensary locations, patient access was our number one consideration. All three of
our locations have extraordinary access so that each qualifying individual can have equal access to
high quality medical cannabis. We look forward to serving patients of all different demographics,
socioeconomic backgrounds, from all different locations throughout Pennsylvania. This is also
particularly important for our recruitment and hiring of employees so that we can have a diverse
workforce that matches the community of patients we are serving.

Patient Access
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To facilitate patient access, the wellness center dispensary location is less than 1 mile from
Interstate 95. The center can be reached using public transportation at SEPTA’s Allegheny Station
or Tioga Station on the Market-Frankford Elevated Subway Line, Light Rail at Richmond and
Belgrade Streets, Septa Bus Lines 5, 25, 60, and 89, and features on-site parking.

Public transportation and medical facility sites are provided in the maps below:
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0.8 Miles from Tioga Station on the Market-Frankford Line
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0.9 Miles from Allegheny Station on the Market-Frankford Line

Location accessible to six different SEPTA lines combining buses, subways and regional rails.

0.8 Mile Drive From I-95
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Our state of the art facilities are fully equipped for handicap accessibility and are above and beyond
local and state codes and regulations to ensure those patients have an easy time entering .and
departing our dispensary facilities.

Access to Financial Help for Patients
Elemental Health Group believes in Compassionate Care and affordable medication for all those
who need it. While the Industry remains far from establishing insurance or government aided
options, we are committed to designing an Assistance Program for qualifying patients, similar to
programs we have established in our other existing operations. In our other dispensary locations an
average of 4% of sales per month are through our Compassionate Care Program, including
discounted medications for qualifying veterans, seniors and the disabled. Some Qualifying Patients
receive up to 20% off retail prices. Elemental Health Group and our Patient Care Consultants will
work with local Veteran, Senior and Disability communities to provide information and resources
for affordable medications.

Elemental Health Group intends to partner with other local business in the area for community
improvement projects, fundraising and outreach education. It is a duty to give back to the
community and to invest in infrastructure to ensure that our community continues to grow and
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thrive. We fully believe in actively supporting a thriving community and we have a proven track
record of giving back to almost all charitable organizations associated with the qualifying
conditions in that region. Our Patient Care Consultants are encouraged to participate in local
fundraisers and hands on events for the organizations associated with the qualifying conditions so
they better understand the conditions and obstacles their patients are facing on a daily basis.

Second Dispensary Location
Facility Name: Conshohocken Dispensary
Address: 701 Fayette St
City: Conshohocken State: PA Zip Code:  19428
County: Montgomery Municipality:  Conshohocken Borough
PLEASE PROVIDE A DESCRIPTION OF THE PUBLIC ACCESS TO THE DISPENSARY LOCATION, INCLUDING ANY LOCAL PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION THAT MAY BE AVAILABLE:

Our Access Philosophy
Our healthcare focused company is committed to delivering best in class cannabis extracts, other
cannabis based products, and most importantly a comprehensive wellness plan for the patients we
serve. Quality customer service and a comfortable, positive customer experience are of the utmost
importance to us. Our highly trained and educated Pharmacists, Nurse Practitioners and Patient
Care Consultants are compassionate and devoted to the well being of our patients. They have been
educated and are well-researched on each of the seventeen conditions we seek to treat under the
program.

To understand each individual’s specific conditions and different needs, they will work closely with
the patient to create a loyal and trusting relationship so the patient can open up about their
conditions. Our on-site Pharmacist, on-site Nurse Practitioner, and Patient Care Consultants will
work together with the patient to design a comprehensive wellness plan during their first visit with
the healing properties of Cannabis at the center of the plan. Each of our patients’ plans will be
continuously monitored by our Pharmacist-led team to deliver the most efficacious treatment as
effectively as possible for their condition(s).

Elemental Health Group will serve the highest quality medical grade cannabis, and related products
to patients in our dispensaries by maintaining rigorous quality control standards and establishing
good practices for the emerging Medical Cannabis industry in Pennsylvania. By employing
professional, experienced, and well-trained Patient Consultants mentored by top leaders in the
industry, we will be able to distribute the highest quality cannabis to our patients. It is our goal to
turn patients into active participants in their healthcare and wellness plans.
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Patient Experience
We believe deeply in the medicinal value of Cannabis and it is our mission to share that belief by
offering top of the line holistic medications as an alternative to prescription drugs. Our on-site
Pharmacists, on-site Nurse Practitioners, and Patient Care Consultants will act as a learned
intermediary for our patients. They’re solely focused on educating patients on the healing
properties of Cannabis including high quality CBD (non-psychoactive) and low THC (psychoactive
component) strains as well as 100% CBD strains. We will only serve pharmaceutical grade
cannabis extracts in our state of the art facilities. We strongly promote these types of product in our
operating partner’s facilities in Arizona, Nevada, Maryland, and Massachusetts. The founders of
Elemental Health Group are dedicated to the quality of care for our medical cannabis patients at our
operating partner’s existing facilities and we will replicate that for patients in Pennsylvania.

All of our patients will receive a follow up call from our Clinical Director together with the Patient
Care Consultant to discuss their comprehensive treatment plan and the prescribed products,
physical delivery method, and doses. We will encourage all patients to schedule a follow up with
our on site Pharmacist or Nurse Practitioner and their Patient Care Consultant to review their plan
and make any necessary changes in person. Our dispensaries have an 80% retention rate in the
states we are currently operating in. Our unbiased online reviews will be able to be viewed by
anyone at anytime. In our operating partner’s locations, we have created a trusting and family
oriented atmosphere where all patients are confident that their needs will be met by our
compassionate and caring staff and we aim to replicate that same model in Pennsylvania.

Public Access to Our Dispensary
In choosing our dispensary locations, patient access was our number one consideration. All three of
our locations have extraordinary access so that each qualifying individual can have equal access to
high quality medical cannabis. We look forward to serving patients of all different demographics,
socioeconomic backgrounds, from all different locations throughout Pennsylvania. This is also
particularly important for our recruitment and hiring of employees so that we can have a diverse
workforce that matches the community of patients we are serving.

Patient Access
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To facilitate patient access, the wellness center dispensary is centrally located close to 1 mile
off the Blue Route and Schuylkill Expressway, a five minute drive to the Pennsylvania
Turnpike, and within close proximity to public transportation. The location can be reached
using public transportation on SEPTA Bus Lines 95 and 97, as well as the Regional Rail line which
is less than 1 mile away, and features on-site parking. Fayette Street also generates heavy foot
traffic at present, and we anticipate that the center will see 100 patients per day in its first year of
operations and increase to 300-400 patients per day thereafter.

Public transportation and medical facility sites are provided in the maps below:
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The SEPTA bus stops on our corner for stop-to-stop convenience for all bus riders. The SEPTA
train station is 0.7 miles from our location.

0.7 Miles to Conshohocken Regional Rail Station
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The facility is a short 3-minute drive from Exit 332 on the Schuylkill Expressway. Access from
Exit 18 off the Blue Route is a 5-minute drive as well. The site will have twenty dedicated parking
spots.

1.0 Mile Drive From Exit 332 on I-76
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1.5 Mile Drive From Exit 18 on I-476

Our state of the art facilities are fully equipped for handicap accessibility and are above and beyond
local and state codes and regulations to ensure those patients have an easy time entering .and
departing our dispensary facilities.

Access to Financial Help for Patients
Elemental Health Group believes in Compassionate Care and affordable medication for all those
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who need it. While the Industry remains far from establishing insurance or government aided
options, we are committed to designing an Assistance Program for qualifying patients, similar to
programs we have established in our other existing operations. In our other dispensary locations an
average of 4% of sales per month are through our Compassionate Care Program, including
discounted medications for qualifying veterans, seniors and the disabled. Some Qualifying Patients
receive up to 20% off retail prices. Elemental Health Group and our Patient Care Consultants will
work with local Veteran, Senior and Disability communities to provide information and resources
for affordable medications.

Elemental Health Group intends to partner with other local business in the area for community
improvement projects, fundraising and outreach education. It is a duty to give back to the
community and to invest in infrastructure to ensure that our community continues to grow and
thrive. We fully believe in actively supporting a thriving community and we have a proven track
record of giving back to almost all charitable organizations associated with the qualifying
conditions in that region. Our Patient Care Consultants are encouraged to participate in local
fundraisers and hands on events for the organizations associated with the qualifying conditions so
they better understand the conditions and obstacles their patients are facing on a daily basis.

Third Dispensary Location
Facility Name: Exeter Dispensary
Address: 3901 Perkiomen Ave
City:  Reading State: PA Zip Code: 19606
County: Berks Municipality: Exeter Township
PLEASE PROVIDE A DESCRIPTION OF THE PUBLIC ACCESS TO THE DISPENSARY LOCATION, INCLUDING ANY LOCAL PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION THAT MAY BE AVAILABLE:

Our Access Philosophy
Our healthcare focused company is committed to delivering best in class cannabis extracts, other
cannabis based products, and most importantly a comprehensive wellness plan for the patients we
serve. Quality customer service and a comfortable, positive customer experience are of the utmost
importance to us. Our highly trained and educated Pharmacists, Nurse Practitioners and Patient
Care Consultants are compassionate and devoted to the well being of our patients. They have been
educated and are well-researched on each of the seventeen conditions we seek to treat under the
program.

To understand each individual’s specific conditions and different needs, they will work closely with
the patient to create a loyal and trusting relationship so the patient can open up about their
conditions. Our on-site Pharmacist, on-site Nurse Practitioner, and Patient Care Consultants will
work together with the patient to design a comprehensive wellness plan during their first visit with
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the healing properties of Cannabis at the center of the plan. Each of our patients’ plans will be
continuously monitored by our Pharmacist-led team to deliver the most efficacious treatment as
effectively as possible for their condition(s).

Elemental Health Group will serve the highest quality medical grade cannabis, and related products
to patients in our dispensaries by maintaining rigorous quality control standards and establishing
good practices for the emerging Medical Cannabis industry in Pennsylvania. By employing
professional, experienced, and well-trained Patient Consultants mentored by top leaders in the
industry, we will be able to distribute the highest quality cannabis to our patients. It is our goal to
turn patients into active participants in their healthcare and wellness plans.

Patient Experience
We believe deeply in the medicinal value of Cannabis and it is our mission to share that belief by
offering top of the line holistic medications as an alternative to prescription drugs. Our on-site
Pharmacists, on-site Nurse Practitioners, and Patient Care Consultants will act as a learned
intermediary for our patients. They’re solely focused on educating patients on the healing
properties of Cannabis including high quality CBD (non-psychoactive) and low THC (psychoactive
component) strains as well as 100% CBD strains. We will only serve pharmaceutical grade
cannabis extracts in our state of the art facilities. We strongly promote these types of product in our
operating partner’s facilities in Arizona, Nevada, Maryland, and Massachusetts. The founders of
Elemental Health Group are dedicated to the quality of care for our medical cannabis patients at our
existing facilities and we will replicate that for patients in Pennsylvania.

All of our patients will receive a follow up call from our Clinical Director together with the Patient
Care Consultant to discuss their comprehensive treatment plan and the prescribed products,
physical delivery method, and doses. We will encourage all patients to schedule a follow up with
our on site Pharmacist or Nurse Practitioner and their Patient Care Consultant to review their plan
and make any necessary changes in person. Our dispensaries have an 80% retention rate in the
states we are currently operating in. Our unbiased online reviews will be able to be viewed by
anyone at anytime. In our operating partner’s locations, we have created a trusting and family
oriented atmosphere where all patients are confident that their needs will be met by our
compassionate and caring staff and we aim to replicate that same model in Pennsylvania.

Public Access to Our Dispensary
In choosing our dispensary locations, patient access was our number one consideration. All three of
our locations have extraordinary access so that each qualifying individual can have equal access to
high quality medical cannabis. We look forward to serving patients of all different demographics,
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socioeconomic backgrounds, from all different locations throughout Pennsylvania. This is also
particularly important for our recruitment and hiring of employees so that we can have a diverse
workforce that matches the community of patients we are serving.

Patient Access

To facilitate patient access, the wellness center dispensary is centrally located near Route 422
within 4 miles of the City of Reading. It can be reached using public transportation on BARTA
Bus Line 8, 19 C and features on-site parking. We anticipate 100 patients per day in its first year of
operations with a projected increase to 300-400 patients per day thereafter.

Public transportation and medical facility sites are provided in the maps below:
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Our Exeter Township wellness center dispensary is located on Business Route 422, a short distance
from Downtown Reading.  As noted above, two bus routes use Perkiomen Avenue as a main
thoroughfare, allowing riders to disembark immediately in front of the dispensary.

Bus Route 8 Stops in Front of the Dispensary
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Our Exeter Township location is easily accessible from three major highway routes: I-176, Route
422, and State Route 562.

0.7 Mile Drive from Exit Off Route 422

2.1 Mile Drive from Exit 10 on  I-176
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1.1 Mile Drive From Junction 562
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Our state of the art facilities are fully equipped for handicap accessibility and are above and beyond
local and state codes and regulations to ensure those patients have an easy time entering .and
departing our dispensary facilities.

Access to Financial Help for Patients
Elemental Health Group believes in Compassionate Care and affordable medication for all those
who need it. While the Industry remains far from establishing insurance or government aided
options, we are committed to designing an Assistance Program for qualifying patients, similar to
programs we have established in our other existing operations. In our other dispensary locations an
average of 4% of sales per month are through our Compassionate Care Program, including
discounted medications for qualifying veterans, seniors and the disabled. Some Qualifying Patients
receive up to 20% off retail prices. Elemental Health Group and our Patient Care Consultants will
work with local Veteran, Senior and Disability communities to provide information and resources
for affordable medications.

Elemental Health Group intends to partner with other local business in the area for community
improvement projects, fundraising and outreach education. It is a duty to give back to the
community and to invest in infrastructure to ensure that our community continues to grow and
thrive. We fully believe in actively supporting a thriving community and we have a proven track
record of giving back to almost all charitable organizations associated with the qualifying
conditions in that region. Our Patient Care Consultants are encouraged to participate in local
fundraisers and hands on events for the organizations associated with the qualifying conditions so
they better understand the conditions and obstacles their patients are facing on a daily basis.

Part B – Diversity Plan
(Scoring Method: 100 Points)
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 615 OF THE ACT (35 P.S. § 10231.615), AN APPLICANT SHALL INCLUDE WITH ITS

APPLICATION A DIVERSITY PLAN THAT PROMOTES AND ENSURES THE INVOLVEMENT OF DIVERSE PARTICIPANTS AND DIVERSE

GROUPS IN OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, EMPLOYMENT, AND CONTRACTING OPPORTUNITIES. DIVERSE PARTICIPANTS

INCLUDE A PERSON, INCLUDING A NATURAL PERSON; INDIVIDUALS FROM DIVERSE RACIAL, ETHNIC AND CULTURAL
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BACKGROUNDS AND COMMUNITIES; WOMEN; VETERANS; INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES; CORPORATION; PARTNERSHIP;
ASSOCIATION; TRUST OR OTHER ENTITY; OR ANY COMBINATION THEREOF, WHO ARE SEEKING A PERMIT ISSUED BY THE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO GROW AND PROCESS OR DISPENSE MEDICAL MARIJUANA. DIVERSE GROUPS INCLUDE THE

FOLLOWING BUSINESSES THAT HAVE BEEN CERTIFIED BY A THIRD-PARTY CERTIFYING ORGANIZATION: A DISADVANTAGED

BUSINESS, MINORITY-OWNED BUSINESS, AND WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS AS THOSE TERMS ARE DEFINED IN 74 PA. C.S. §
303(B); AND A SERVICE-DISABLED VETERAN-OWNED SMALL BUSINESS OR VETERAN-OWNED SMALL BUSINESS AS THOSE

TERMS ARE DEFINED IN 51 PA. C.S. § 9601.

Section 3 – Diversity Plan
By checking “Yes,” the applicant affirms that it has a diversity plan that establishes a
goal of opportunity and access in employment and contracting by the medical
marijuana organization. The applicant also affirms that it will make a good faith effort to
meet the diversity goals outlined in the diversity plan. Changes to the diversity plan
must be approved by the Department of Health in writing.

The applicant further agrees to report participation level and involvement of Diverse
Participants and Diverse Groups in the form and frequency required by the Department,
and to provide any other information the Department deems appropriate regarding
ownership, management, employment, and contracting opportunities by Diverse
Participants and Diverse Groups.

☒
Yes

☐
No

DIVERSITY PLAN

IN NARRATIVE FORM BELOW, DESCRIBE A PLAN THAT ESTABLISHES A GOAL OF DIVERSITY IN OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, EMPLOYMENT AND

CONTRACTING TO ENSURE THAT DIVERSE PARTICIPANTS AND DIVERSE GROUPS ARE ACCORDED EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY. TO THE EXTENT

AVAILABLE, INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

1. The diversity status of the Principals, Operators, Financial Backers, and Employees of the Medical Marijuana
Organization.

2. An official affirmative action plan for the Medical Marijuana Organization.

3. Internal diversity goals adopted by the Medical Marijuana Organization.

4. A plan for diversity-oriented outreach or events the Medical Marijuana Organization will conduct during the
term of the permit.

5. Contracts with diverse groups and the expected percentage and dollar amount of revenues that will be paid to
the diverse groups.

6. Any materials from the Medical Marijuana Organization’s mentoring, training, or professional development
programs for diverse groups.

7. Any other information that demonstrates the Medical Marijuana Organization’s commitment to diversity
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practices.

8. A workforce utilization report including the following information for each job category within the Medical
Marijuana Organization:

a. The total number of persons employed in each job category,

b. The total number of men employed in each job category,

c. The total number of women employed in each job category,

d. The total number of veterans in each job category,

e. The total number of service-disabled veterans in each job category, and

f. The total number of members of each racial minority employed in each job category.

9. A narrative description of your ability to record and report on the components of the diversity plan.

Elemental Health Group Is a Diverse Organization and Is Committed To
Maintaining Both a Diverse and Inclusive Work Environment and a Diverse
Contractor Base

As the founders of Elemental Health Group (“EHG”), we always will perform and function as a good corporate
citizen, which includes building a diverse workforce and a contractor base that reflect the communities in which
we operate.

We are already a diverse organization, from our investor group to our advisory board and already-identified
employees, and we believe that continuing to build a diverse team as we add employees will lead to business
success. We also believe that our firm’s success depends always on its ability to attract, develop and retain
talent, and therefore we will also place great emphasis on building an inclusive work environment, ensuring
diverse colleagues can work comfortably and thrive. Hence, we refer to our plan as our Diversity and Inclusion
Plan.

This emphasis on diversity extends to our approach to hiring contractors, through which we will identify and
hire businesses with diverse ownership, including but not limited to veteran-, women- and minority-owned
businesses, to the greatest extent possible. In fact, we have already begun this process, having selected a
minority-owned firm to manage our security, which represents one of our largest annual expenses.

The information below more fully describes our plan that establishes our goals regarding diversity in ownership,
management, employment and contracting to ensure that diverse individuals and diverse groups are accorded
equal opportunity to participate in our efforts to deliver safe and helpful medical marijuana products and build a
successful business.
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1. Developing and overseeing our AAP, EEO policy, internal and external communication procedures, and
hiring and training materials;

2. Ensuring we meet our diversity and inclusion goals;
3. Ensuring we meet our diversity vendor hiring goals;
4. Designing and implementing an internal audit and reporting system to:
5. Measure the effectiveness and legal compliance of our programs; and,
6. Identify any problems and/or areas in need of improvement;
7. Review our AAP with all managers and supervisors, ensuring our policies are understood and followed

in all personnel related activities;
8. Provide a quarterly AAP/EEO findings report to the executive team and board; and
9. Maintain recruiting, hiring and employment records for review and archival purposes. These records will

be maintained for state and federal reporting, as well as regular review by our board and management.

All other human resources and supervisory staff will also be responsible for ensuring our Diversity and
Inclusion Plan is properly followed.

Our Affirmative Action Plan Summary

As a critical element of our Diversity and Inclusion Plan, we will implement and consistently update a
progressive AAP that’s based upon the most current and respected resources available. We will comply with all
Federal and Pennsylvania laws and regulations concerning affirmative action and workplace equal opportunity
that will be outlined by policies and procedures to assure that employment-related actions are made without
regard to non-work related, personal characteristics such as race, color, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity,
religion, disability, age, veteran status, ancestry, disability, or national or ethnic origin. All of our employees
and applicants for jobs at EHG have the right to full and equal consideration on the basis of merit and other
relevant, meaningful criteria. Therefore, we have developed policies and procedures to assure that employment-
related actions are made without prejudice. We will also establish, and will inform all applicants (and train all
employees to understand our AAP’s coverage of qualified individuals with disabilities and qualified protected
veterans. The AAP will mandate that we provide reasonable accommodation to applicants with disabilities,
veterans or wounded warriors where appropriate.
Our Affirmative Action Plan will include but not be limited to:
1. Monitoring of employment-related actions to prevent discrimination from occurring or to detect it and

eliminate it;
2. Efforts to broaden the pool of qualified candidates for job categories in which fewer women, veterans and

minority group members are employed than are available in the workforce;
3. Efforts to employ, advance in employment, and otherwise treat qualified disabled individuals, disabled

veterans, armed forces service medal veterans, other protected veterans, and recently and newly separated
veterans without discrimination based upon their disability or veteran's status in all employment practices;

4. Strongly encouraging all employees to participate in educational and career development activities and to
take advantage of mentoring, special project, transfer, and promotional opportunities;

5. As part of our monitoring efforts, we will regularly review our workforce to determine if job categories exist
in which fewer women and minority group members are employed than are available in the workforce. If
such "underutilization" is discovered, placement goals are established for the affected job categories to
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encourage and concentrate recruitment and outreach efforts, and to help measure the effectiveness of these
efforts;

6. Annually, we will prepare and update our AAP, which contains this utilization analysis and records
affirmative action efforts to address it. Goals are targets, not quotas and represent the good faith efforts EHG
uses in trying to address underutilization. Good faith efforts not only include our outreach and analysis but
also a systematic assessment of the quality and thoroughness of the work to implement programs and assure
equal opportunity.

Our Equal Employment Opportunity Policy

Our overall workforce diversity begins with absolute EEO compliance. All job vacancy postings for positions
will include a clear statement of our commitment to fair consideration.  We always will assert that we are an
“Equal Opportunity Employer” or the equivalent. All leaders will be instructed about our EEO policy upon
hiring, and we will regularly monitor their actual compliance.

Beyond recruitment, our EEO policy governs promotion, demotion, transfer, layoff, termination, wages or other
compensation, and participation in training.  Our goal always is to treat our people fairly in the workplace. This
includes ensuring harassment of any kind is prevented, and if it occurs, victims have a proper avenue to address
it.

An ongoing review of employment practices will ensure our EEO policy remains at the forefront of diverse
employment practices, and continues to be implemented at all levels – from entry level to management and
executive posts. We seek always to be an employer of choice, and will not achieve that goal if talented people
refuse to join us because they believe they will not be treated fairly.

Our policies and practices will comply fully with Pennsylvania and federal fair treatment laws and regulations,
in these respects:

1. The development and execution of a multimedia employment advertising campaign effectively reaching
varied minority, ethnic, veteran and religious communities;

2. Targeted recruitment from educational institutions with diverse student bodies;
3. Internal recruiting and employment practices reflecting compliance;
4. Training and re-training of leaders and employees in our EEO commitment and policies;
5. Reasonably accommodating the religious observances and practices of diverse staff;
6. Merit-based promotions following regularly scheduled reviews of employees; and
7. Consulting community, minority, religious, and ethnic organizations about enhancing our policies,

practices and reach.

Equal Employment Opportunity Hiring & Interviewing

We always will actively seek to employ the best qualified applicants, regardless of race, creed, color, religion,
sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, disability, age, socioeconomic status, or national origin.

Hiring and reinvesting locally is a top priority for us. Hosting employment “open houses” to attract qualified
applicants and, if necessary, underwriting specialized job training programs (in addition to, not in lieu of, our
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standard staff training program) to give those living in proximity to the facilities the knowledge and skill set
required to succeed in this business are subsets of our outreach plan. Such job training programs will
specifically prepare diverse individuals to qualify for positions in our organization and succeed once hired. For
more details, see the Our Plan for Diversity-Oriented Outreach section below.  We always will seek to hire
local talent that fully reflects the EEOC and US Department of Labor availability data.

We will also build cultural competencies into the interviewing and hiring process to be welcoming to, and
accommodating of , diverse job applicants. In the following ways, we either will reduce or significantly
eliminate unconscious bias in this process.  These tools include:

1. Continually analyzing and addressing our competency in handling situations, issues, and biases involved in
ensuring inclusive employment. Developing and implementing strategies to overcome barriers, and reinforce
inclusive practices for recruitment, online applications, interviewing and hiring, written documentation, and
employee retention.

2. Understanding how bias and interviewing skills can affect the selection process and impede diversity within
the organization and interview team, we will identify and eliminate potential bias and barriers through
education and enforcement of our AAP and EEO policy.

3. Specifically, using materials prepared by the Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission, all employees
will be trained on diversity and cultural competencies for interviewing and hiring. Special attention will be
paid to cross-cultural dynamics and how bias and cultural misunderstandings can impact the interview and
hiring of applicants. Preparing the interviewer on how to approach the subject of diversity during the
interview process should it be broached by the applicant or interviewer will also be reviewed.

4. On a technical level, the interview style, structure of the interview process (including phrasing and
presentation) and will also be covered, relying on the Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission materials.

We Will Further Build a Diverse Organization in Port Richmond, Conshohocken &
Exeter Township, Where Economic Opportunity Is Needed

As the Founders of EHG, we pursued sites for our dispensaries in communities where our patients can readily
access the medications they need, where economic activity is needed and where we can build a diverse
workforce. We want to not only run good businesses, but we want to make a difference in the lives of our
patients and employees. In the case of the Port Richmond neighborhood in Philadelphia, and along the
commercial corridor in Exeter Township where we would locate, Business Route 422, there are opportunities to
make a difference. And while Conshohocken is on the rise, it is in close proximity to communities that continue
to suffer economically such as Norristown.

We are excited about the opportunity to create family-sustaining jobs in these areas in need, and will build a
workforce that reflects the makeup of all of the communities where we have a dispensary. Our internal diversity
goal is to at least match, if not exceed, the dispensary location diversity statistics, and engage prospective
employees representing groups not reflected in the statistics below, such as veterans, people with disabilities and
those from the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and questioning (“LGBTQ”) community. We also strive to
build workforces that reflect the socioeconomic makeup of our communities. Below are both the diversity and
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3. Building relationships with local and national professional associations and other infinity groups focused
on diversity;

4. Establishing a presence at local community colleges and universities with diverse student bodies. For
example, in Pennsylvania we have two historically black colleges and universities in Cheyney
University and Lincoln University;

5. Advertisements in/on niche print and online media outlets, radio shows and podcasts targeted to diverse
audiences.

6. Employing recruitment solutions services of the regional Workforce Investment Board.

Beyond the outreach efforts identified above, we also will actively conduct outreach activities on a regular basis
including:

1. Collaborating with local agencies responsible for Workforce, Innovation and Opportunity Act funded
workforce programs

2. Hosting employment “open houses”

3. Collaborating with local county colleges and universities for internships, externship, networking and
mentorship programs

4. Furthering relationships with Chambers of Commerce through council participation and networking
events

Port Richmond Diversity Outreach

To provide all residents of the Port Richmond area, including and especially those with diverse backgrounds
access to job and contracting opportunities with us, our plan includes outreach to the following community-
based organizations:

1. Port Richmond on Patrol and Civic (PROPAC)

2. Port Richmond Community Group (PRCG)

3. Kensington & Allegheny Business Association

4. Port Richmond Industrial Development Enterprise

5. Aramingo Ave Business Association

6. Community College of Philadelphia – Career Services Center

7. Pennsylvania Diversity Council – Corporate Partnership

8. Annual Leadership Conference in Philadelphia

9. Healthcare Diversity Summit
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10. Women in Leadership Symposiums

11. City of Philadelphia’s Chief Diversity and Inclusion Officer

12. NAACP Philadelphia Branch

13. American Legion Post 152

14. VFW Post 3610 Greater Kensington Post

15. African American Chamber of Commerce of PA, NJ, & DE

16. Greater Philadelphia Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

17. Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce

Conshohocken Diversity Outreach
To provide all residents of the Conshohocken area, including and especially those with diverse backgrounds
access to job and vendor opportunities with us, our plan includes outreach to the following community-based
organizations:

1. Conshohocken Business and Professional Women's Club

2. Conshohocken Revitalization Alliance

3. Conshohocken Economic Development Corporation

4. Main Line Chamber of Commerce

5. Montgomery County Chamber of Commerce

a. Health & Wellness Committee

b. Women’s Resource Council

6. NAACP Main Line Branch

7. Whitemarsh Business Association

8. PennSuburban Chamber of Greater Montgomery County

a. LGBT Committee

b. Small Business Committee

c. Women’s Network
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9. Montgomery County Community College – Office of Career Services

10. Pennsylvania Diversity Council – Corporate Partnership

a. Annual Leadership Conference in Philadelphia

b. Healthcare Diversity Summit

c. Women in Leadership Symposiums

11. Narberth Ambulance – Medic 313

12. African American Chamber of Commerce of PA, NJ, & DE

13. Greater Philadelphia Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

14. Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce

15. American Legion Post 355

Exeter Township Diversity Outreach

To provide all residents of the Exeter Township area, including and especially those with diverse backgrounds access to
job and vendor opportunities with us, our plan includes outreach to the following community-based organizations:

1. Greater Reading Chamber of Commerce & Industry

2. Berks County Latino Chamber of Commerce

3. Berks County Community Development Office

4. Berks County Industrial Development Authority

5. Exeter Community Education Foundation

6. Berks County Community Foundation - Diversity Alliance Fund

7. NAACP Reading Branch

8. Reading Area Community College – Career Services Center

9. Pennsylvania Diversity Council – Corporate Partnership

a. Annual Leadership Conference in Philadelphia

b. Healthcare Diversity Summit

c. Women in Leadership Symposiums
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We have extensive plans for mentoring, training, and professional development, modeled after proven programs
offered at the various organizations where our Founders, Advisors and Investors are affiliated, including, but not
limited to, the University of Pennsylvania, FS Investments, Stavola Medical Marijuana Holdings, Sweat Fitness,
Johnson & Johnson, Abington Hospital and Jefferson Health Care System.

We will leverage and incorporate proven best practices from these esteemed organizations to advance diversity
retention and promotion through training, career development, performance evaluations, networking groups and
mentoring relationships as follows:

EEO Training
EEO and diversity training will be required for all leadership and staff. Potential tools include in-person,
consultant led training as well as anti-discrimination videos developed by the Pennsylvania Human Rights
Commission, National Diversity Council webinars, and web-based trainings available through the American
Association for Access, Equity and Diversity Professional Development and Training Institute.

Career Development, Training and Education
Retention and advancement for employees is central to our business model. Required written development plans
of all employees will assist in identifying our personnel’s professional development goals. These plans will
highlight how to maximize internal training and education sources and support, access external resources for
professional development and analyze competencies and experiences needed to enhance and promote
advancement opportunities. We will also consider tuition reimbursement for deserving employees.

Performance Evaluations
Supervisors responsible for employee performance evaluations will be trained in formal, objective evaluation
tools to eliminate biased personnel reviews. Job performance competencies will guide the review, as well as
skills requirements needed to advance. Employees will be informed of these key competencies and attributes for
their specific job positions, as well as eligibility requirements for career advancement within our organization.

Networking Groups
Opportunities for in-house and industry networking will be offered, as networking provides exposure and
relationship-building opportunities which have historically proven advantageous to career advancement. Beyond
career advancement, networking will also further encourage a vibrant, peer-supportive workplace.

Mentoring Relationships
Related to the networking program, we will establish a robust mentoring program, providing another proven
method for supporting employee retention and career advancement, especially for diverse persons. We believe
mentor relationships will foster strong bonds within our workforce and lend to a highly motivated and cohesive
staff. We also believe that mentors often benefit from mentoring relationships as much as mentees. If needed,
we will identify external mentors as well.

Other Information Demonstrating Commitment to Diversity Practices

Our commitment to diversity starts at the top, where members of our Board of Managers and Board of Advisors
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Recording and Reporting on Diversity Plan Components

Our Diversity and Inclusion Plan stresses the importance of consistently monitoring and reporting achievements
and failures at all levels. Our HRDIO will be empowered with overseeing the auditing of our program to ensure
proper implementation and will be authorized to unilaterally adjust policies and practices if and when needed.
Also, this person will work hand-in-hand with the rest of management to maintain accurate and detailed reports
for historical analysis and program effectiveness assessment purposes.

To support this, we will maintain records of our Diversity and Inclusion Plan’s efficacy and statistics, including
records related to:

1. The number of total job applicants as compared to diverse individual applicants;

2. The conversion rate of all job applicants as compared to diverse individual applicants;

3. The number of diverse groups hired as service providers and vendors, including copies of their
certifications and their contracts;

4. Internal employment practices, including hires, transfers, promotions, compensation records, and
terminations, including a comparison of total employees against diverse employees;

5. Written copies of our Diversity Plan, including AAP/EEO policy statements, training materials, outreach
programs, etc.;

6. Personnel records, including any voluntary self-reported forms on race, ethnicity, and veteran, veteran-
disabled, and disability status; and

7. Internal reports on the participation level, by percentage, of diverse groups as owners, managers, staff,
contractors, and professional service providers.

Summary

The Founders and other members of the EHG team applaud the Commonwealth for placing such strong
emphasis on diversity in the medical marijuana application process. We are proud to already be a diverse team
at all levels and look forward to maintaining and furthering our diversity.

Part C – Applicant Background Information
(Scoring Method: Pass/Fail)
FOR THIS PART THE APPLICANT IS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE BACKGROUND AND CONTACT INFORMATION FOR THE PRINCIPALS,
FINANCIAL BACKERS, OPERATORS AND EMPLOYEES.

Section 4 – Principals, Financial Backers, Operators and Employees
A. Please list Principals, Financial Backers and Operators
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3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

B. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS OF EACH PRINCIPAL AND EMPLOYEE.

1. Please see attachment entitled Elemental Health Group LLC_03202017_Dispensary_ Employee
Qualifications, Description of Duties and Training (contd.)

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

C. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE STEPS THE APPLICANT WILL TAKE TO ASSURE THAT EACH PRINCIPAL AND EMPLOYEE WILL MEET
THE TWO-HOUR TRAINING REQUIREMENT UNDER THE ACT AND REGULATIONS.

1. Upon hire, Human Resources will enter all new agents into our required training program which
must be satisfactorily completed before commencing work at a facility. The company will cover
the costs of all required employee training, including all Pennsylvania Department of Health (the
Department) required training courses.

2. Training will begin with internal or contracted instructors and trainers covering a wide assortment
of subjects, including diversity training, operations, security equipment and measures, product
transportation, product storage, quarantine, inventory quality assurance measures, label
verification, inventory management, recall and return policies, diversion prevention, sanitation
and safety measures, recordkeeping, and so on.
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successfully complete a four-hour training course developed by the Department.

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND

REGULATIONS:

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words.

Section 10 – Security and Surveillance
A DISPENSARY MUST HAVE SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS, UTILIZING COMMERCIAL-GRADE EQUIPMENT, TO

PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY AND TO PREVENT AND DETECT DIVERSION, THEFT, OR LOSS OF ANY MEDICAL MARIJUANA OR

MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS.

PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR PROPOSED SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT AND MEASURES THAT WILL
BE IN PLACE AT YOUR PROPOSED FACILITY AND SITE. THESE MEASURES SHOULD COVER, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, THE
FOLLOWING: GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE EQUIPMENT, MEASURES AND PROCEDURES TO BE USED, ALARM SYSTEMS,
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM, STORAGE, RECORDING CAPABILITY, RECORDS RETENTION, PREMISES ACCESSIBILITY, AND
INSPECTION/SERVICING/ALTERATION PROTOCOLS.
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and labeling of medical marijuana; and labels and safety inserts).

• Separate copies of the transport manifest will be provided to each recipient
receiving the medical marijuana product described in the transport manifest. To
maintain confidentiality, a dispensary may prepare separate manifests for each
recipient.

☒
☐

 The applicant acknowledges that, upon request, a copy of the printed transport
manifest, and any printed receipts for medical marijuana being transported, will
be provided to the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement, or
other Federal, State, or local government officials if necessary to perform the
government officials’ functions and duties.

☒
☐

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND

REGULATIONS:

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words.

C. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PLAN REGARDING THE TRANSPORTATION OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA
PRODUCTS. FOR EXAMPLE, EXPLAIN WHETHER YOU PLAN TO MAINTAIN YOUR OWN TRANSPORTATION OPERATION AS
PART OF THE FACILITY OPERATION, OR WHETHER YOU WILL USE A THIRD-PARTY CONTRACTOR. IF YOU CHOOSE TO
USE YOUR OWN TRANSPORTATION OPERATION, PLEASE PROVIDE THE NUMBER AND TYPE OF VEHICLES THAT WILL BE
USED TO TRANSPORT MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, THE TRAINING THAT WILL BE
PROVIDED TO EMPLOYEES THAT WILL TRANSPORT MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, AND
ANY ADDITIONAL MEASURES YOU WILL TAKE TO PREVENT DIVERSION DURING TRANSPORT. IF YOU WILL BE USING A
THIRD-PARTY CONTRACTOR FOR TRANSPORTING MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, PLEASE
EXPLAIN THE STEPS YOU WILL TAKE TO GUARANTEE THE THIRD-PARTY CONTRACTOR WILL BE COMPLIANT WITH THE
TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE ACT AND REGULATIONS:

DOH REDACTED
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C. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PLANS REGARDING THE STORAGE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA

PRODUCTS WITHIN YOUR FACILITY:

Section 12 Storage
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Section 15 – Diversion Prevention

A. PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THE PROCEDURES THAT YOU WILL IMPLEMENT AT EACH PROPOSED FACILITY FOR
THE PREVENTION OF THE UNLAWFUL DIVERSION OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS,
ALONG WITH THE PROCESS THAT WILL BE FOLLOWED WHEN EVIDENCE OF THEFT/DIVERSION IS IDENTIFIED:

DOH REDACTED
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Section 16 – Sanitation and Safety

A. PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THE INTENDED SANITATION AND SAFETY MEASURES TO BE IMPLEMENTED AT EACH
PROPOSED FACILITY LISTED IN THE PERMIT APPLICATION. THESE MEASURES SHOULD COVER, BUT ARE NOT BE LIMITED
TO, THE FOLLOWING: A WRITTEN PROCESS FOR CONTAMINATION PREVENTION, PEST PROTECTION PROCEDURES,
MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCT HANDLER RESTRICTIONS, AND HAND-WASHING FACILITIES.

Elemental Health’s sanitation and safety standard operating procedures (SOPs) for
contamination prevention, pest protection, handling of medical marijuana, and hand-washing
facilities are based our real-world tested SOPs by affiliates in Arizona, Nevada and Maryland,
and will be adopted, and modified accordingly.

Contamination Prevention and Pest Protection
In compliance with the SOPs, all facilities will be maintained in a sanitary condition, limiting
the potential for contamination or adulteration of the medical marijuana stored in and/or
dispensed at the facility. Proper protocol and procedure will be as follows:

1. Floors, walls, and ceilings will be kept in good repair, with daily staff inspections as part
of opening procedures. Any issues found will be immediately reported to management.
Management will then immediately repair the affected area or arrange maintenance by a
verified contractor.

2. Trash will be properly removed at least once daily, and more often as necessary
3. Adequate protection against pests through integrated pest management (IPM) practices

and techniques will be implemented, including regular premise inspection for signs of

DOH REDACTED
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pest infestation, and preemptive measures through certified pest control companies as
needed, including sticky traps, door sweeps and safe management products. Any issues
will be immediately reported to management.

4. Toxic cleaning products, sanitizing agents, solvents and pesticide chemicals will be
labeled and stored in a manner that prevents contamination of medical marijuana and in
a manner that otherwise complies with other applicable laws and regulations

Equipment Sanitation
Strict sanitation of all tools and equipment that may, or has, come into contact with medical
marijuana will be maintained to prevent contamination in accordance with Elemental Health’s
SOPs. All dispensary staff is required to adhere to the sanitation policies and procedures.

Protocol includes daily regular equipment cleaning, sanitation and sterilization (as needed) as
part of opening and closing procedures, and includes scales, display cases, countertops,
repackaging equipment, handling utensils, etc. Equipment will also be checked and cleaned
immediately following any contact with medical marijuana in order to maintain a
contamination-free dispensary. Management will oversee all equipment contamination
prevention procedures and inspect employees’ work. Employees must keep detailed logs of
each sanitation action, and record this in the dispensary’s electronic recordkeeping system.

If any equipment is suspected of being contaminated in a manner which cannot be cleaned or
sanitized (if it poses a health or safety concern), it must be immediately disposed of and
removed from the dispensary to mitigate the potential spread of contamination. Upon
suspicion, the dispensary manager must be immediately notified.

At the beginning and end of each business day, employees follow a checklist for cleaning
and/or sanitization. Items include:

1. Scales/measuring devices
2. Labeling equipment
3. Packaging equipment
4. Barcode scanners
5. Computers
6. Telephones

Facility Cleanliness
Maintaining a clean, sanitary environment will mitigate the risk of equipment contamination
and reduce potential safety and health concerns. Management will provide staff with a
checklist of items to be cleaned and/or sanitized on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis. The
employee(s) cleaning must initial the checklist next to each item upon completion.
Management will check employees’ work and review the maintenance/cleaning logs to ensure
accuracy.

Elemental Health will also maintain the cleanliness of the dispensary building, including all
fixtures, safes, vaults and display cases used to store medical marijuana. All areas of the
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dispensary, including all storage areas, must be maintained in a clean and orderly condition
and free from infestation by insects, rodents, birds and pests of any kind. Standard cleaning
supplies will be used, including a light bleach solution or anti-microbial soap when
appropriate.

At the beginning and end of each business day, employees will be given a checklist of areas
and rooms which need cleaning and/or sanitization. All items will be cleaned daily, while
certain items may require additional detailed cleaning on weekly and/or monthly basis. Focus
will be on:

1. Windows
2. Door knobs
3. Welcome mats
4. Countertops
5. Chairs
6. Lavatories
7. Reception area
8. Waiting area
9. Dispensary area
10. Vault
11. Quarantine room
12. Break room
13. Common areas

Employees will sweep the floors and sidewalk adjacent to the dispensary entryway, and trash
must be discarded regularly (at least once daily, and more often as necessary).

At least once a month, employees must undertake an intensive cleaning and/or sanitizing for
areas such as the exterior facade of the building. Again, employees must initial the checklist
and log cleaning details.

Inventory Quality Assurance Inspections
To ensure medical marijuana enters the dispensary free of contamination, dispensary receiving
employees must strictly adhere to Elemental Health’s receiving policies and procedures,
particularly the required redundant quality assurance inspections of all items accepted.
Throughout the receiving process, products are continuously checked – as they are unpacked
during delivery, logged into our electronic inventory system (and the Department’s tracking
system), transferred to the vault and placed into storage within a safe, etc.

Medical marijuana will be re-inspected for quality assurance purposes often, including when
items are:

1. Transferred from the vault to the dispensing area for stocking purposes
2. Prepared prior to actual dispensation as part of a sales transaction
3. Transferred from the dispensing area back to the vault for overnight storage
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4. The subject of a return or complaint

Product Quarantine
Upon identifying – at any stage - any returned, unsafe (including but not limited to expired,
damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled, or contaminated products), and/or recalled medical
marijuana products, the dispensary manager will be immediately notified, and the product will
be securely transferred to quarantine. After the transfer, authorized employees must:

1. Inspect all quarantined products and packaging to assess the integrity of the containers,
the likelihood of the spread of contamination throughout the facility or other inventory,
and/or any other health, sanitation, safety, or security threats

2. Update the inventory tracking system to note the quarantine transfer and details from
the assessment

3. Update the Department’s electronic tracking system, as required
4. Immediately notify a manager that quarantined products have been transferred to the

quarantine room

Once in quarantine, products will be subject to further investigation, examination, and testing
by authorized staff. Quarantine products will remain in the quarantine room until products are:

1. Salvaged (based on the results of the quarantine investigation, examination, and/or
testing, and the nature and reason for the quarantine)

2. Returned to the grower/processor, or
3. Destroyed or otherwise disposed of in accordance with 28 PA Code §1151.40 (relating

to disposal of medical marijuana)

Note, returned products may never be re-dispensed to another patient or caregiver under any
circumstances.

Training
All staff will take part in required training on sanitation and safety policies and procedures.
Initial training begins upon hire and all staff must complete initial training prior to
commencing work. A mandatory refresher course will also take place annually, with at
minimum one hour of sanitation and safety protocol. Failure to attend annual refresher training
will be grounds for suspension and possible termination.

The initial training program will incorporate classes, videos, workbooks, manuals, and one-on-
one sessions reviewing policies and procedures, sanitation and safety measures, Pennsylvania
law and regulations, and job requirements and responsibilities. Multiple choice, open-ended
question, and/or oral examinations will be administered at the end of each training session. As
each examination has been successfully passed, trainees will be issued a certificate, a copy of
which will be retained by Human Resources.

Sanitation and safety training topics include:
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1. OSHA compliance
2. Employee hygiene policy and proper handwashing policy and techniques
3. Medical marijuana handler restrictions, including applicable food handler restrictions
4. Product handling and storage
5. Inventory quality assurance inspections
6. Injury and illness prevention policies
7. First-aid and CPR techniques
8. Emergency response procedures
9. Contamination prevention and remediation
10. Quarantine
11. IPM techniques
12. Equipment maintenance, cleanliness, and sanitation
13. Facility maintenance, cleanliness, and sanitation, including waste and rubbish removal

Dispensary agents will be trained that the health and safety of patients/caregivers and staff
takes priority over all else.

OSHA Compliance
The health and safety of all patients, caregivers and employees is of paramount importance to
Elemental Health. Absolute compliance is required with all applicable Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) standards, including the General Duty Clause of the OSH
Act which requires employers to keep their workplace free of serious recognized hazards, to
assure a safe and healthful workplace.

All employees must comply with occupational safety and health standards and all rules,
regulations, and orders issued pursuant to the OSH Act which are applicable to his or her own
actions and conduct. The above training will incorporate these standards and regulations, and
employees will also be given copies of the SOPs and written guidelines, as applicable, so all
staff is knowledgeable about, and can comply with these standards.

In accordance with Section 11(c) of the OSH Act, the Elemental Health does not discriminate
against dispensary employees for exercising their rights under the OSH Act. These rights
include filing an OSHA complaint, participating in an inspection or talking to an inspector,
seeking access to employer exposure and injury records, reporting an injury, and raising a
safety or health complaint with the employer.

Hygiene
Elemental Health’s hygiene policy will help ensure a safe, sanitary, sterile, contamination-free
dispensary environment. All employees will be required to come to work in a clean and
hygienic manner, and their work attire and uniforms (professionally cleaned on a regular basis)
must be clean, and free of dirt, debris, dust and the like.
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Staff will be required to frequently wash their hands, particularly after handling medical
marijuana, handling equipment coming into contact with medical marijuana, coming into
contact with a patient, caregiver, or any other person, and after eating or using the restroom.
Employees failing to follow hygienic protocol may be subject to suspension or termination.
While staff found wearing soiled uniforms or work attire will asked to immediately rectify the
issue and may be sent home by management for failure to do so.

Injury and Illness
Elemental Health’s pharmacy-inspired SOPs, which all staff will be trained and tested on,
were developed to ensure a clean and sanitary workplace. In order to actuate this, all illnesses
and health conditions will be treated with extreme precaution.

Elemental Health will require staff to report to a supervisor any personal health condition that
might compromise the cleanliness, sanitation, integrity, safety, or quality of our facility or the
medical marijuana products the dispensary agent might handle, or that might impact the health
and safety of patients, caregivers, visitors, or other staff members. Employees will never be
reprimanded for disclosing a health condition to a supervisor, however, the employee’s
personnel file will be updated by the Human Resources department to reflect each instance.

Upon notification, supervisors will notify the dispensary manager and on-site pharmacist,
physician, or other licensed healthcare professional of the circumstances. Collectively, they
will use their best judgment to protect the interests of the dispensary, always erring on the side
of caution. Optional action plans include:

1. Eliminating any possibility of a cleanliness or quality issue with inventory
2. Segregating the employee from other persons and prohibiting them from handling

medical marijuana entirely
3. Sending the employee home for at least the day
4. Advise the employee visit the emergency room or medical specialist
5. If the condition is more serious, the employee will be asked to refrain from returning to

the dispensary until cleared by a physician.

Medical Marijuana Product Handler Restrictions
Restrictions on food handlers specified in 28 Pa. Code §27.153 (relating to restrictions on food
handlers) will be applied toward any employee directly in contact with medical marijuana,
while all employees are expected to adhere to the highest level of hygiene and sanitary
practices (inspired by the pharmacy industry) while on duty, including maintaining adequate
personal hygiene, and washing hands thoroughly in an adequate hand-washing area before: 1)
starting work, 2) at any time when hands may have become soiled or contaminated, and 3) at
all times before dispensing medical marijuana to a patient or caregiver.

Employees failing to follow product handler restrictions may be subject to suspension or
termination.
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Handwashing Facilities, Lavatories and Other Local Building Code
Requirements
Elemental Health will provide employees, patients, caregivers, and visitors with adequate and
convenient hand-washing facilities. All facilities will provide running water at a suitable
temperature for sanitizing hands, effective non-toxic sanitizing cleansers, and sanitary towel
service or suitable hand drying devices.

The handwashing facilities will be located within adequate, accessible lavatories that are
maintained in a sanitary condition and in good repair. Additional non-public handwashing
facilities will be installed where proper sanitary practices are required, such as in the employee
break room.

Elemental Health dispensaries will also comply with all applicable state and local building
code requirements and will be ADA compliant.

Medical and Safety Emergency Preparedness
Elemental Health’s employee training and refreshers will ensure all staff are adequately
prepared to quickly recognize, assess and handle a variety of emergency situations that may
arise at the workplace, including but not limited to medical emergencies, fires, severe weather,
and so on. Management will conduct periodic unannounced fire and emergency drills
throughout the year. Further, at least one employee with advanced occupational first aid
training will be on duty during all hours of operation.

All dispensaries will be equipped with up-to-date and full:

1. First aid kits
2. CPR instructional posters and materials
3. Smoke and carbon dioxide detectors
4. Fire alarms
5. Fire extinguishers
6. Signage with contact information for the emergency responders and hospital(s)
7. Emergency escape routes

Section 17 – Recordkeeping

A. PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR RECORDKEEPING PLAN AT EACH PROPOSED FACILITY LISTED IN THE PERMIT
APPLICATION. THIS PLAN SHOULD COVER, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, RECORDS OF INVENTORY AND ALL DISPENSING
TRANSACTIONS:

Elemental Health will create and maintain all reports, records, logs, recordings, and other
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important business information and documentation using recordkeeping procedures designed
and implemented by our medical marijuana industry affiliates licensed in Arizona, Nevada and
Maryland. We will create and maintain written and/or electronic records, as appropriate.
Records will be securely stored for a period of at least 4 years, in accordance with law and
internal protocol.

Digital Recordkeeping Program
Elemental Health will utilize the BioTrack THC inventory tracking and recordkeeping
software system (or a similar system capable of integrating with the Pennsylvania Department
of Health’s (the Department) electronic tracking system). Bio Track THC is a widely utilized,
proprietary seed-to-sale inventory tracking and recordkeeping system, currently used by our
medical marijuana industry affiliates. Elemental Health will use the system to maintain and
generate electronic records, including but not limited to inventory and sales transaction
records.

BioTrack THC allows accurate, real-time inventory records by tracking products from receipt,
from a grower/processor through the entire dispensing process. A unique product number is
issued for tracking and recordkeeping when a product is entered into the system. All actions
taken to inventory as whole, by grouping, or by individual product will be digitally recorded
for instant and long-term analysis purposes, and detailed sales records can be stored for several
years. BioTrack THC also permits us to create precise inventory records on demand. As such,
any discrepancies or breaks in the chain of custody will become immediately apparent,
prompting swift corrective action measures to investigate and resolve issues.

In compliance with 28 PA Code §1161.32, Elemental Health dispensaries will maintain the
following inventory data, among other information, in our internal electronic tracking system:

1. Medical marijuana received from a grower/processor
2. Medical marijuana dispensed to a patient or caregiver
3. Damaged, defective, expired, or contaminated medical marijuana awaiting return to a

grower/processor or disposal

We will use BioTrack THC to track and record all actions related to receiving, packaging,
labeling, handling, transferring, transporting, storing, stocking, disposing, returning and
recalling medical marijuana products in accordance with all applicable laws, rules, and
regulations. Authorized staff members will be thoroughly trained in the use and functionality
of the BioTrack THC software system to ensure the accuracy and integrity of our electronic
recordkeeping system. It is worth noting that entries into the BioTrack THC system will
include the unique employee identification number of the staff member taking the relevant
action. As such, we will know who is/was responsible for each step in our integrated
processes.
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Record Storage and Maintenance
Elemental Health will adopt best security practices regarding records storage, including but
not limited to: surveillance footage, security records, patient records, sales records, inventory
records, and other business records. All physical records (except for surveillance footage) will
be securely stored in the dispensary manager’s office within a commercial grade storage
cabinet, closet, or other secure place to protect them from tampering or theft. Only authorized
and properly credentialed agents may access the records. All electronic records will be stored
in BioTrack THC (or a similar electronic recordkeeping system).

Records will only be accessible by authorized, credentialed individuals, and will be password
protected and TLS/SSL encrypted. Importantly, all confidential patient records will be
maintained in a HIPAA compliant manner. Personal and sensitive information of our
patients/caregivers will be protected.

Our dispensaries will have an electronic back-up system for all written and electronic records,
including surveillance recordings. These duplicate records, including surveillance recordings,
will be stored within an access-controlled facility maintained or recommended by our trusted
commercial security monitoring service provider, if approved by the Department. Our off-site
record storage location will be required to be protected by 2 independent security alarm
systems, monitored by 2 independent commercial security monitoring services, if requested by
the Department. We are likely to engage Iron Mountain or a similar company for storage off-
premises.

DOH REDACTED
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Diversity Records
Elemental Health is committed to our diversity plan and will keep accurate records to ensure
its implementation, ongoing improvements where needed, and reporting. By maintaining
proper documentation, we will be able to analyze our success in maintaining a diverse pool of
applicants.

We will maintain applicant and employment records that reflect recruiting activities, the
number and characteristics of applicants and employees, and our employment practices, such
as hires, transfers, promotions, compensation decisions, and terminations. This includes
maintaining applicants’ voluntary self-report form on race, ethnicity, and veteran, veteran-
disabled, and disability status.

Elemental Health will maintain documentation of the following as part of our internal diversity
hiring plan recordkeeping: 1) a log showing the name, race, sex, date of application, job title,
interview status, and the action taken for all individuals applying for a job; 2) a log of job
offers, hires, promotions, resignations, terminations, and layoffs by employment category,
gender, and diversity group; 3) employment applications; and 4) compensation records.

Elemental Health will also keep materials evidencing our affirmative action efforts. This

DOH REDACTED
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includes items such as copies of documents that indicate employment policies and practices,
copies of letters sent to suppliers and vendors stating the EEO/affirmative action policy, copies
of letters sent to recruitment sources and community organizations, and copies of contract
language incorporating the regulatory equal opportunity clauses 41 CFR 60-1.4, 60-300.5, and
60-741.5.

Elemental Health will report on the participation level, by percentage, of such diverse groups
as owners, managers, staff, contractors, and professional service providers. In addition to
anything provided by the Commonwealth, these reports will include information on
promotions and advancements of individuals who are members of diverse groups, along with
dollar amounts contracted to businesses representing diverse groups.

Inspections, Servicing, Alteration, and Maintenance Records
Elemental Health will ensure all tools and equipment are in good working condition through
regular maintenance inspections (at least once every month), and make any necessary repairs,
alterations or upgrades to the alarm, security, and surveillance systems. Staff will keep written
logs of all maintenance activities recording the dates, times, affected equipment, actions taken,
and the name and employee identification number of the agent performing the maintenance.

Records of all inspections, servicing, alterations, and upgrades performed on the systems will
be kept for at least 4 years, and will be made available to the Department and its authorized
agents within 2 business days following a request.

As per standard operation procedures, Elemental Health will also maintain an accurate log
recording the calibration of dispensing equipment, the maintenance of dispensing equipment,
and the cleaning of dispensary equipment. Dispensary agents will be properly trained on
calibration and recordkeeping protocol.

HIPAA Compliant Patient/Caregiver Records
In accordance with Elemental Health check-in procedures, only patients/caregivers who meet
the following criteria may qualify to be dispensed medical marijuana products (so long as such
dispensation does not exceed state-mandated or physician-mandated quantity limits).
Patients/caregivers must:

1. Present current and authenticated identification documents, including a current
government-issued identification card, Department-issued patient or caregiver
identification card, and practitioner-issued patient certification documents with matching
information.

2. Have been verified in the Department’s database by authorized staff.
3. Have not already received their full allotment of medical marijuana (as determined by a

review of the physician certification against the patient’s purchasing history records in the
Department’s database and our own internal inventory tracking program).

Upon each patient/caregiver’s first visit to our dispensary, a HIPAA compliant
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patient/caregiver file will be created which will contain: 1) completed patient/caregiver intake
forms, 2) signed releases, authorizations, acknowledgements, and other important legal
documentation, 3) copies of all identification documents provided to the dispensary, 4) copies
of the practitioner certification (including copies of all certification renewals), and 5) notes on
special accommodations or treatment requested for the patient/caregiver.

Once our patient/caregiver check-in process is completed, authorized dispensary agents will
accurately update the state’s electronic tracking system with relevant information related to the
visit (e.g., the time and date of the visit) using a computer or a portable tablet with internet
connectivity, assuring access to the database. Staff must also update the organization’s own
HIPAA compliant, BioTrack THC electronic recordkeeping system with the pertinent
information.

Patient/caregiver records will be updated upon each visit to our dispensary and will include all
attempted and successful dispensations.

Transaction Records
Prior to any dispensation, the dispensing agent will re-confirm that the products ordered are: 1)
compliant with any recommendations, requirements, or limitations set forth in the patient’s
practitioner-issued certification; and 2) that the quantity ordered does not exceed quantity
limits mandated by the Commonwealth or the physician. Accordingly, we will review the
patient’s purchasing history records in the Department’s database and our own internal
inventory tracking program. If the order is lawful, the agent will inspect each product’s
packaging and labeling to ensure integrity and compliance with Pennsylvania law, then
complete the dispensation process and accept payment.

After successfully completing the transaction, the agent will issue a transaction receipt, then
access and update the patient certification in the Department’s electronic tracking system with
information recorded on the receipt. The following will be recorded:

1. The name, address, and permit number assigned to Elemental Health
2. The name and address of the patient and, if applicable, the patient’s caregiver
3. The date and time of dispensation
4. Any requirement or limitation noted by the practitioner on the patient’s certification as

to the form of medical marijuana that the patient should use
5. The quantity, type, and form of medical marijuana dispensed
6. Any other required data, including all information found on the applicable transaction

receipt

In accordance with 28 PA Code §1161.23(d), except as provided in Sections 2001-2003 of 35
P.S. §§10231.2001-10231.2003, applicable staff will destroy any paper copy of the patient
certification or delete any electronically recorded patient certification stored on the
dispensary’s network, server, or computer system as the result of a transaction after the receipt
relating to that transaction has been filed with the Department through its electronic tracking
system.
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After each transaction, Elemental Health will update the Department’s electronic tracking
system with the information contained on the dispensation transaction receipt. This will ensure
that real-time, accurate information on patient/caregiver dispensing activities are readily
available to system users. If applicable, the agent will also update the Department’s electronic
tracking system with any recommendations as to the form or dosage of medical marijuana that
is provided. Thereafter, the dispensary agent will record identical information in BioTrack
THC. All information recorded into the two systems must match.

Staff must deny any transaction in which a patient/caregiver attempts to acquire an
unauthorized or non-compliant quantity of products. When a transaction is denied, staff will
update the Department’s electronic tracking system as well as our patient records.

Visitor Records
Generally, only the following individuals may enter the dispensaries: 1) authorized employees,
2) patients/caregivers, and 3) the Department or its authorized agents, or other Federal, State,
or local government officials performing their official functions and duties.

Elemental Health will require any admitted visitors to sign a visitor log upon entering and
leaving the limited access area. The dispensary will maintain the visitor log in digital and hard
copy for 4 years and make the log available to the Department, State or local law enforcement
and other State or local government officials upon request if necessary to perform the
government officials’ functions and duties.

The log will include: 1) the full name of each visitor; 2) the visitor’s identification number; 3)
the time of arrival and departure; 4) the purpose of the visit; 5) the name and employee
identification number of the assigned escort; 6) a list of all areas visited; and 7) the name of
each employee visited.

A copy of the visitor’s identification documents will be affixed to the visitor log and stored for
recordkeeping purposes.

Transportation Records
Elemental Health will generate printed and electronic transport manifests in accordance with
28 PA Code §1161.36 for each product shipment to accompany every transport vehicle, should
we ever transport medical marijuana. At a minimum, the manifest will identify:

1. Our name, address, and permit number
2. The name and contact information for a dispensary representative who has direct

knowledge of the transport
3. The name, address, and permit number of the medical marijuana organization receiving

the delivery
4. The name and contact information for a representative of the receiving medical

marijuana organization
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5. The name of the dispensary agent that packaged/shipped the shipment
6. The quantity, by weight or unit, of each medical marijuana batch or lot contained in the

transport, including each batch/lot identification number
7. The total number of individual packages/items in the shipment
8. The date and approximate time of departure
9. The date and approximate time of arrival
10. The transport vehicle’s make, model, and license plate number
11. The identification numbers of each transport agent accompanying the transport

Should the transport team be required to make multiple deliveries in a single planned trip,
Elemental Health will create separate transport manifests for each recipient to correctly reflect
the specific medical marijuana in transit. Accordingly, each recipient will be required to
provide our team with a printed receipt for the medical marijuana received.

Elemental Health will provide a copy of the relevant transport manifest to the recipient
receiving the medical marijuana (as described in the transport manifest at least 1 day in
advance of the scheduled delivery). Company protocol further dictates that the transport team
will provide a second copy of the transport manifest, which may reflect any amendments or
updates.

In order to maintain a high standard of quality, transport manifests will be reviewed for
accuracy and compliance. Each manifest will be approved by the dispensary manager, or an
authorized designee, who will record their approval prior to providing a copy of the manifest
to the recipient and releasing the shipment for delivery.

Elemental Health will also generate and maintain records regarding daily delivery schedules,
including routes and delivery times (i.e., the trip plan); and any vehicle accidents, diversions,
losses, or other reportable events that occur during transport of medical marijuana.

Staff will immediately report the above to the Department, either through a designated phone
line established by the Department or by electronic communication with the Department in a
manner prescribed by the Department.

All transportation related records will be stored for at least 4 years. In addition, authorized
staff will record in BioTrack THC in real-time:

1. Transfers of product from the vault to the receiving area for shipment preparation
2. Information contained on the packaging label and the transport manifest, including the

name and address of the recipient
3. Transfers of product from the receiving area to the transport vehicle, including all

loading activities
4. Transfers of product from the transport vehicle to the recipient, including all unloading

activities
5. Results of all audits and product packaging/labeling quality assurance inspections
6. Name of the person(s) making the entry, packaging the shipment, and completing the
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transport to maintain an unbroken chain of custody report
7. Name and employee identification numbers of the manager overseeing the transport

activities
8. Name and employee identification numbers of all staff participating in the transport

activities
9. Date and time of shipment departure
10. Trip plan details, including the route of delivery
11. If applicable, any deviations from the trip plan, including time, location, reason for the

deviation, and any trip plan modifications/updates
12. Date and time of shipment arrival
13. Date and time of the transfer of custody of the products
14. Name and permit number of the recipient
15. Names of all receiving staff from the recipient who participate in the delivery process

We will provide, as requested, copies of any transport manifest, printed receipts, and/or any
other transportation related record to the Department or its or its authorized agents, law
enforcement or other Federal, State, or local government officials if necessary to perform the
government officials’ functions and duties.

Shipment Records
Standard operating procedures compliant with Pennsylvania’s Medical Marijuana Act and
regulations will assure the integrity of the recordkeeping system in relation to product
receiving. Accordingly, Elemental Health receiving agents will record all confirmed deliveries
of medical marijuana and all actions taken related to the receiving procedure in the BioTrack
THC electronic recordkeeping system. These include:

1. Identification number and name of the manager overseeing the receiving activity
2. Identification number and name of all employees participating in the receiving activity
3. Visitor log, which will identify all transport agent names and identification numbers who

were responsible for the delivery (which will be maintained and stored with a photocopy of
all identification documents provided to security)

4. A copy of the transport manifest
5. Confirmation that the physical audit of shipped products matches the transport manifest
6. Any discrepancies between the physical audit and the transport manifest, including all

remediation actions and investigations taken
7. Results of each packaging/labeling quality assurance inspection
8. Each accepted/rejected medical marijuana product, including all identifying information
9. Date and time of commencement of the receiving procedures
10. Date and time the dispensary took custody of the products
11. Copy of the delivery transaction receipt

Receiving agents will, upon the successful conclusion of receiving activities:

1. Ensure all new products have been successfully entered into our BioTrack THC inventory
tracking and recordkeeping system with a unique product identification number
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2. Enter all relevant product information in the Department’s electronic tracking system

Receiving agents will update the BioTrack THC system upon completion of a new product
transfer to the vault room, noting all actions taken to the products. At that time, the dispensary
manager will compare the completed inventory reports against the transport manifest to ensure
the accurate entry of all received products in the inventory control system.

Inventory/Stock Records
Authorized dispensary agents, as part of the daily operating procedure, will go into the vault to
remove and transfer an amount of medical marijuana products necessary to stock the display
cases in the dispensary.

As products are removed, stocking agents will:

A. Inspect all products and product packaging to ensure:
a. The integrity of the containers
b. The legal compliance of all affixed labels
c. No products are expired, damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled, contaminated,

or recalled
d. The containers or packaging have not been opened, breached, or otherwise

tampered with
B. Update the Department’s electronic tracking system, if applicable
C. Update BioTrack THC reflecting the transfer of the products to the service area

The stocking agents will confirm the above, then exit the vault, ensuring the door has been
closed, secured, and locked. They will immediately transfer the products to the dispensing
area. The BioTrack THC system will record an accounting of each action.

During daily closing procedures, authorized dispensary agents will enter the dispensing area to
remove and transfer all unsold medical marijuana products from the display case back to the
appropriate safe (or locking refrigerator or freezer, as applicable) within the vault. As products
are removed, authorized agents will again:

1. Inspect all products and product packaging to ensure:
a. The integrity of the containers
b. The legal compliance of all affixed labels
c. No products are expired, damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled, contaminated,

or recalled
d. The containers or packaging have not been opened, breached, or otherwise

tampered with
2. Update the Department’s electronic tracking system, if applicable
3. Update BioTrack THC reflecting the transfer of the products to the vault room

Upon completing these steps, the authorized agents will exit the area and immediately transfer
all unsold products to the vault. Authorized agents, having completed these steps, will exit the
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vault ensuring the door has been fully closed, secured, and locked. They will update the
BioTrack THC system with all actions taken to the products, and immediately notify the
dispensary manager and security manager that all unsold products have been safely transferred
back to secure storage

Inventory Audit Records
Established inventory control procedures will include routine scheduled, as well as
unannounced daily, monthly, and annual inventory audits to confirm that our physical
inventory matches our digital records. Elemental Health will create a written record that will
be maintained for each inventory audit. The record will include:

1. The date of the inventory audit
2. A summary of the inventory findings
3. The names, signatures, and titles or positions of the individuals who conducted the

inventory.

All audit reports will be recorded digitally and in hard copy. Electronic records will be
securely stored onsite for a minimum of 4 years and backed up for secure offsite storage.

Recalls and Returns Records
Upon becoming aware of any complaint made to the dispensary by a patient, caregiver or
practitioner who reports an adverse event from using medical marijuana dispensed by an
Elemental Health dispensary, Elemental Health will notify the Department and the
grower/processor immediately. The dispensary will cease dispensing the affected medical
marijuana and coordinate the return of the recalled medical marijuana with the
grower/processor.

All information related to the recall, including all steps taken to transfer products, will be
recorded in BioTrack THC. These include:

A copy of the complaint

Name, address, permit number of the originating grower/processor who manufactured
the affected product

Name, product type, quantity, and unique product identification numbers of all recalled
products

Nature of the recall or complaint

Name, contact information of the purchasing patient/caregiver, and date of dispensation

Date and time of any returned products
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Date and time of the product transfer to the quarantine room

Name and identification number of all employees participating in any recall or product
transfer activity

If applicable, the date and time of product pickup from or transportation to the
originating grower/processor for purposes of destruction and disposal, including the
employee identification numbers of all staff participating in each step of the
pickup/transportation activities

If applicable, the date and time of product destruction and/or disposal, including the
method of destruction/disposal and the employee identification numbers of all staff
participating in each step of the destruction/disposal activities

If Elemental Health identifies or receives any returned, unsafe (including but not limited to
expired, damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled, or contaminated products), and/or recalled
medical marijuana products, the dispensary manager will immediately update the
Department’s electronic tracking system.

If applicable, Elemental Health will have all returned, recalled, or otherwise unsafe medical
marijuana transported back to the originating grower/processor. All medical marijuana
handled in these circumstances will be continuously tracked using BioTrack THC.

Business Records
In accordance with 28 PA Code §1161.29 as well as industry best practice, Elemental Health
will create and maintain the following business records:

1. Written employment policies and procedures, training materials, handbooks, manuals, and
other documents

2. Written security policies and procedures
3. Written policies and procedures for operations
4. Workplace safety policies and procedures
5. Maintenance, cleaning, and sanitation policies and procedures
6. Written policies and procedures to investigate complaints and potential adverse events
7. The use and functionality of the electronic tracking system prescribed by the Department
8. Other plans of operation
9. Business planning documents
10. Transaction and sales records
11. Inventory records
12. List of all current management and employees, including a separate list of all employees

permitted to access any security and surveillance areas
13. Other business records used in the operation of our dispensaries

All business records, including full and complete plans of operation, will be made available to
the Department upon request and during any inspection of our sites and facilities.
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The applicant affirms that workers’ compensation insurance will be obtained by the
time the Department determines you to be operational under the Act and regulations.

☒
Yes

☐
No

SECTION 19 – BUSINESS HISTORY AND CAPACITY TO OPERATE
DESCRIBE YOUR BUSINESS HISTORY AND YOUR ABILITY AND PLAN TO MAINTAIN A SUCCESSFUL AND FINANCIALLY
SUSTAINABLE OPERATION:

Business History and Capacity to Operate
Pennsylvania Based Team – Deep Medical and Pharmaceutical Experience – Medical
Cannabis Expertise – Substantial Capital

As Founders of Elemental Health Group (“EHG”), we made a conscious decision to build a
team with strong local roots and all of the relevant experience needed to launch and operate a
best-in-class dispensary business in Pennsylvania.

At every level, the vast majority of the team was born and raised in Pennsylvania.  We raised
our families and established our respective careers here.  Four out of five founders are from
Pennsylvania.  The vast majority of our advisory and senior executive teams resides or has
their professional roots in Pennsylvania, and 90 percent of our investors are from
Pennsylvania.

Moreover, we have built a leadership team that brings to bear the powerful combination of
best-in-class healthcare professionals -- pharmaceutical executives, medical doctors and
pharmacists -- with award-winning medical cannabis industry leadership. We believe this
combination is essential to deliver on Governor Wolf’s vision of “bringing long overdue
medical relief to patients and families who can benefit from this treatment.”

Our leadership team is also surrounded by advisors and investors with deep experience in
running large, publicly-traded businesses, successful small businesses, academic programs,
law enforcement agencies, public offices and legal and compliance departments in heavily
regulated industries.  Our team also has significant financial resources available to fund the
launch, build-out and operation of our business, including $13.5 million of committed capital
as well as access to significant investor capital upon receipt of a license.

Our approach is to assemble deep experience in every function.  We aspire to professionalize
the medical cannabis industry, ensure patient safety and deliver a socially responsible
approach to the market.  Our goal is to become a true healthcare resource improving patients’
quality of life.  We believe that deep experience in healthcare delivery is key to the success of
the Pennsylvania Medical Marijuana Program. For this reason, we have surrounded our
experienced leadership team with both advisors and investors who possess rich experience in
running healthcare and pharmaceutical operations and logistics management.  Our Board of
Advisors has an extraordinary background in healthcare delivery and each advisor is directly
engaged in our strategies and driving our mission to serve patients throughout the
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. We will leverage our executives’ and advisors’ combined
one-hundred-plus years of experience creating, launching and maintaining the largest global
brands in the consumer and pharmaceutical healthcare industry to demystify medical cannabis
and meaningfully advance the public’s understanding of its usefulness as a treatment option.

Domain expertise is critical in medical cannabis.  One of our Founders, Beth Stavola, is a
nationally renowned executive in the medical cannabis industry.  She has built and managed
large, sustainable and compliant operations from ground zero in Arizona, Nevada and, soon to
be, Maryland.  Every commercial operation she runs is profitable.  Ms. Stavola has assembled
a team of medical cannabis operators driving 100% compliance across the supply chain from
seed to symptom relief.  With the assistance of Ms. Stavola and her team, we have developed
an operational readiness plan that will set the standard for operational excellence, dispense
products to effectively treat the full range of patient needs and, importantly, deliver a fully
ready operation in under six months.

CEO and Co-Founder – 30 Years of Healthcare Leadership Experience – World Class
Board of Advisors

Cornelius Merlini is an EHG Founder and investor and will serve as CEO of the organization.
Mr. Merlini has 30 years of operational leadership experience in biopharmaceutical, medical
device, consumer healthcare, and diagnostics businesses. Prior to co-founding EHG, Mr.
Merlini’s leadership roles included General Manager of HealthTronics Lab Solutions, the
diagnostic lab division for Endo Pharmaceuticals, Senior Vice President of Commercial
Operations for Core Blood Registry, and Worldwide Vice President of Cardiovascular
BioPharm for Johnson & Johnson.  Mr. Merlini also spent five years at McNeil Consumer
Healthcare, an operating company of Johnson & Johnson, where he lead multiple consumer
brands.  Prior to that, he spent ten years with Marion Laboratories.

Mr. Merlini’s extensive network has enabled him to assemble a group of advisors who bring a
wealth of executive and healthcare experience to the development of EHG’s strategies. They
include:

A. Tony Vernon, a former Group Company Chairman for Johnson & Johnson, and the
Chief Executive Officer of Kraft Foods;

B. Bill McComb, a former Group Company Chairman for Johnson & Johnson, and the
Chief Executive Officer of Liz Claiborne, Inc. (now Kate Spade & Company);

C. Robert Sheroff, the former President of Global Biologics Supply Chain for Johnson &
Johnson and the former VP of Janssen Supply Chain; and

D. Minnie Baylor-Henry, formerly the United States Food and Drug Administration’s
(“FDA”) National Health Fraud Coordinator and Director of the Division of Drug
Marketing, Advertising, and Communications.  Ms. Baylor-Henry also served as Vice
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President of Medical and Regulatory Affairs for Johnson & Johnson’s McNeil
Consumer and Specialty Pharmaceuticals.

Having led pharmaceutical and other healthcare businesses with a proven track record of
success over the last thirty years, Mr. Merlini is perfectly equipped to hire, lead and develop
effective teams to support the sale of medical cannabis products which treat the full range of
indications approved by the Commonwealth.

In this nascent industry where there are a lot of unknowns, we believe executive leadership
and responsible management with a proven operational track record is essential to launch and
build a business, execute effectively, and ultimately ensure patients have access to safe,
cannabis-based medicine to treat their conditions.

Medical Marijuana Dispensary Experience Matched with Practical and Academic
Pharmacy Expertise

To build a best-in-class, clinical dispensary experience for our patients in each of our three
dispensary locations, we have combined management of previously licensed dispensaries in
three states with practical and academic pharmacy expertise.

Beth Stavola, an EHG Founder, advisor and investor, is an established operational leader in
the medical cannabis industry with state-licensed businesses in Arizona, Nevada and
Maryland.  Ms. Stavola presently serves as President of CGX Life Sciences’ U.S. operations,
where she oversees both grower-processor and dispensary operations.  She also maintains
interests in, or carries management responsibilities for, several other industry-related firms she
founded, including Stavola Medical Marijuana Holdings, the brands Health for Life and CBD
for Life, as well as the state-licensed grower-processor and dispensary businesses GreenMart
of Nevada and GreenMart of Maryland. Prior to becoming a leader in the cannabis industry,
Ms. Stavola worked in finance, serving as a Senior Vice President of Institutional Equity Sales
at Jefferies Group LLC, a global investment banking firm.

Julie Winter, General Manager of Dispensary and Commercial Operations, has deep
experience in commercial leadership, brand development, and operational efficiency and
excellence. Currently, she serves as Chief Operating Officer of CBD for Life, President of the
Board of Directors for Health for Life, and owner and Director of Compliance for GreenMart
of Maryland. Tenisha Victor, Director of Community Outreach, will work together with Julie
to ensure that we are deeply connected within the communities we serve.

We are supporting these experienced colleagues with the guidance and expertise of well-
established pharmacy professionals.  We have initiated discussions with Steven Sheaffer,
PharmD, Vice-Chair of Experiential Learning at the University of the Sciences in
Philadelphia, regarding co-designing a Pharmacy Training program for our Patient Care
Consultants.  Our on-site Pharmacists, on-site Nurse Practitioners, and Patient Care
Consultants will develop comprehensive treatment and wellness plans for our patients.  For
this reason, the aim of our project with Dr. Sheaffer is to create best practices in patient
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consultation and setting standards that can be implemented across all of our dispensary
operations.  Donald Phillips, PharmD, a Trustee at the University of the Sciences and member
of our Board of Advisors, will be spearheading this initiative with Dr. Sheaffer.  Dr. Phillips is
the former Chief Executive Officer for Vox Medica, a medical communications firm, and is
perfectly suited to work with Mr. Merlini and Ms. Winter on this initiative.  This discussion
will continue in the coming months with the final output being ready prior to October 1, 2017.

Led by Top Pennsylvania Doctors

Mr. Merlini’s deep experience managing pharmaceutical and other healthcare businesses and
Ms. Stavola’s success as an entrepreneur will be complimented by significant medical
expertise. Nearly 40% of EHG’s investors are physicians.  Our Chief Medical Officer, Dr.
Philip Sasso, will lead EHG in establishing best practices in patient care and outreach with
doctors and other medical professionals. Along with serving on the Board of Trustees at both
Abington Memorial Hospital and The Jefferson Health System, he is Chairman of Abington
Health System’s Department of Anesthesia, President of United Anesthesia Services (“UAS”)
in Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania, and President of one of Pennsylvania’s largest pain
practices, the Southeastern Pennsylvania Pain Management, Ltd.  Dr. Sasso, along with EHG
advisor Dr. Peter Vacca, who is a colleague of Dr. Sasso’s at UAS, will lead EHG’s
collaborative efforts with medical institutions throughout the Commonwealth to develop
standardized treatment protocols to optimally address the seventeen disease indications
approved by the Commonwealth.  Both Dr. Sasso and Dr. Vacca will be active in delivering
peer to peer education regarding medical cannabis and the role it plays in the treatment of the
prescribed indications.  In addition, EHG Founder Howard Goodwin, M.D. also received his
medical degree from Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia. He has been investing in
private and public healthcare companies at top-tier investment institutions including Maverick
Capital, Citadel Investments, and Millennium Partners for the last 16 years.

Elemental Health Group’s Board of Advisors

Security and Law Enforcement Expertise – Statewide Relationships

The security of our patients, employees and the community around us is of primary
importance for our operations.  We are fortunate to have Oscar Vance as our Chief Security
Advisor.  Mr. Vance has worked with our minority-owned, security vendor/partner, Titanium
Security, and Ms. Stavola’s organization to ensure that best practices will be in place from the
outset of operations to secure, protect and monitor all aspects of our business operations.

Mr. Vance is presently owner and President of a licensed private detective and security
agency, Vance Investigations and Corporate Solutions, Inc. Mr. Vance has more than 40 years
of experience in law enforcement, security and criminal justice. Mr. Vance served as Chief
County Detective of the Montgomery County District Attorney’s Office for 30 years, from
1982 to 2012. Previously, Mr. Vance served in the same office as an investigator, detective
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and deputy chief dating back to 1964. He supervised the Montgomery County District
Attorney’s Detective Bureau staff of more than 50 employees, was responsible for
investigating and preparing criminal cases for prosecution and formulating policy concerning
the operation of the District Attorney’s Office. Mr. Vance also served as the first investigator
for the Disciplinary Board of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, enforcing the cannons of
ethics involving judges and lawyers within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Mr. Vance
served in the United States Marine Corps as a military police officer and infantry gunner (1959
to 1964), and was honorably discharged at the rank of Sergeant E5.

Mr. Vance also is the former President of the Pennsylvania Police Chief’s Association.  His
statewide relationships will be valuable as we have business operations and transport
throughout multiple municipalities.

Two Biopharmaceutical Executives with Public Company CEO Experience

Our Advisory Board includes two seasoned and accomplished healthcare business leaders,
both of whom have worked directly with Mr. Merlini in multiple companies.  They both led
international healthcare companies and served as Chief Executive Officer of public companies.

First, Tony Vernon, who most recently served as Chief Executive Officer of Kraft Foods,
spent 23 years at Johnson & Johnson where he held multiple leadership roles including
Company Group Chairman of DePuy Synthes Companies, President of Centocor Biotech, Inc.
(a Johnson & Johnson subsidiary), and President of McNeil Consumer Healthcare (also a
Johnson & Johnson subsidiary). Second, Bill McComb, who most recently served as Chief
Executive Officer of Liz Claiborne, Inc. (now named Kate Spade & Company) from 2006 to
2014, spent 14 years at Johnson & Johnson serving in multiple leadership roles including
President of McNeil Consumer Healthcare and Group Company Chairman of DePuy Synthes
Companies.

Both Mr. Vernon and Mr. McComb worked directly with our Chief Executive Officer, Mr.
Merlini, in multiple operating companies at Johnson & Johnson and will provide world-class
insight in areas such as commercial strategy, corporate responsibility, diversity and finance.

BioPharm Supply-Chain Expert

As a nationally renowned expert in supply chain management, Robert Sheroff will be an
invaluable resource to our operation.  After serving as a retail pharmacist, Mr. Sheroff began
his corporate career at Johnson & Johnson where he worked with Mr. Merlini for five years.
During his time at Johnson & Johnson, he led a $27 billion manufacturing operation for
Johnson & Johnson and held other leadership roles including President of Global Biologics
Supply Chain as well as Head of Jansen Supply Chain.  He currently serves as Senior Vice
President of Operations for Agios Pharmaceuticals.  Mr. Sheroff’s expertise and guidance will
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be invaluable in helping us to run efficiently and drive us towards an FDA-compliant level of
quality for our patients.

Legal, Compliance & Regulatory Affairs

Our team has a deep background in the legal, compliance, and regulatory affairs matters of
heavily regulated healthcare and investment businesses, as well as years of public service.

First, we will benefit from the guidance of Minnie Baylor-Henry, formerly the FDA’s National
Health Fraud Coordinator and Director of the Division of Drug Marketing, Advertising, and
Communications.   Following her public service, Ms. Baylor-Henry served as Vice President
of Medical and Regulatory Affairs for Johnson & Johnson’s McNeil Consumer and Specialty
Pharmaceuticals. Then, after two years at Deloitte, where she was a Director of Regulatory
Life Sciences, Ms. Baylor-Henry served as Johnson & Johnson’s Worldwide Vice President
for Regulatory Affairs for the Medical Devices & Diagnostics business, where she was
directly responsible for coordinating regulatory strategy for the approval of a wide portfolio of
products globally. Ms. Baylor-Henry is now President of B-Henry and Associates, a
consulting firm she founded in 2015.

Adding to the team’s legal expertise, two of EHG’s Founders, Michael Gerber and Jerry
Stahlecker, carry legal, compliance and regulatory affairs roles, among other leadership roles,
at FS Investments, a Philadelphia-based, $19 billion-plus private asset manager regulated by
the United States Securities and Exchange Commission, FINRA and securities regulators in all
50 states. Mr. Gerber, who oversees government and regulatory affairs, along with
administration, communications and other functions at FS Investments, previously practiced
corporate and securities law at Philadelphia’s Drinker, Biddle & Reath LLP. He also has a
long history of public service, including serving eight years in the Pennsylvania House of
Representatives and six years as a trustee of Pennsylvania’s State Employees’ Retirement
System. Mr. Gerber also served as a federal law clerk in the United States District Court for
Eastern District of Pennsylvania. He now serves as a Trustee of the University of
Pennsylvania, on the Board of Directors and Executive Committee of the Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce, and on the advisory board of the Children’s Scholarship Fund of
Philadelphia.

Mr. Stahlecker also has multiple leadership roles at FS Investments, including President of FS
Investment Corporation, a $2.3 billion-plus publicly traded business development company,
and Executive Vice President of FS Investments, where he oversees, inter alia, the legal and
compliance teams. Prior to his time at FS Investments, Mr. Stahlecker was a founding partner
at Radcliffe Capital Management and previously practiced corporate and securities law at
Klehr, Harrison, Harvey, Branzburg, & Ellers. Mr. Stahlecker also presently serves on the
Board of the Children’s Scholarship Fund of Philadelphia and Holy Ghost Preparatory School
in Bensalem, Pennsylvania.
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Part F – Community Impact
(Scoring Method: 100 Points)

SECTION 23 – COMMUNITY IMPACT
PLEASE BE ADVISED, INDICATION OF SUPPORT FROM PUBLIC OFFICIALS WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED WHEN EVALUATING THIS
SECTION.

PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF HOW THE APPLICANT INTENDS TO HAVE A POSITIVE IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY WHERE ITS

DOH REDACTED
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OPERATIONS ARE PROPOSED TO BE LOCATED:

Overview

In addition to providing high-quality care, Elemental Health Group (“Elemental Health,” “EHG,”
or “the Group”) is fully committed to making communities stronger. The team has dedicated
their lives to healthcare, civic engagement, and to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The
“Background” section will elaborate on the team’s history of contribution to the greater good.
The “Projected Local Impact” section reflects extensive research we have conducted to
understand the economic implications that the business will have on the surrounding
communities. To augment this analysis, we engaged EConsult Solutions, a premier economic
consulting services firm in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, to conduct an economic study in
our prospective locations of operation. The subsequent sections, including “Community
Outreach,” “Community Commitments,” “Educational Outreach to Patients and Physicians,” and
“Research Endeavors,” are dedicated to explaining the various forms of community outreach and
engagement that we propose, including engagement with community leaders, commitments to
give back through charitable and volunteer activities, and outreach to patients and physicians.

Background: History of Service

Our Group’s collective community engagement includes over 30 years in university and
hospital trustee service, over 100 years of experience in the healthcare field, and over 60
years of law enforcement and other public service experience. Team members include, by
way of example, one Trustee of Thomas Jefferson University, one Director of the Institute for
Safe Medication Practices, two U.S. military veterans, one University of Pennsylvania Trustee,
one University of the Sciences Trustee, one Howard University Board of Overseer Member, and
one Executive Board Member of the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce.

We made a conscious decision to build a team with deep local roots. Pennsylvania is where the
vast majority of the team grew up, raised families, and built careers. Four out of our five
founders are from Pennsylvania, the vast majority of our advisory and senior executive team
members reside or have professional roots in Pennsylvania, and 90% of our investors are
Pennsylvania residents.

We have also built the team around individuals who get involved and give back, due to our belief
that the most successful organizations are the ones that do well by doing good. Founders’
backgrounds include service on non-profit boards both large and small (Board of Trustees at
Holy Ghost Preparatory School, Board of Trustees at the University of Pennsylvania and Board
of Directors at Children’s Scholarship Fund of Philadelphia, among many others), financial
contributions to schools and community organizations, and nearly a decade of public service in
the Pennsylvania House of Representatives.

Among his leadership responsibilities at FS Investments, where he is a partner and member of
the firm’s Executive Committee, EHG Co-Founder Michael Gerber oversees the firm’s
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density, ease of access and high poverty and unemployment levels. In 2016, nearly 40 percent
of households in the Port Richmond neighborhood received Food Stamp / SNAP Benefits,
compared to 25.2 percent of households in Philadelphia and 12.9 percent in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Additionally, 34.5 percent of Port Richmond’s population
lives below the poverty line, including 58.0 percent of children.

The neighborhood’s population grew by 4.5 percent between 2010 and 2015 (home to 85,803
residents), higher than Pennsylvania’s as a whole at 0.8 percent, but continues to struggle with
high poverty and unemployment rates.

The addition of a wellness center dispensary would create both entry-level and highly-skilled
employment opportunities, with nearly two-thirds of positions being accessible to unskilled
community members, and provide on-the-job training. The entry-level positions have a starting
salary of $45,000 – family-sustaining wages. The position of Dispensary Director requires a
Doctor of Pharmacy, which would add an advanced degree position to the community.

Patient Access

To facilitate patient access, the wellness center dispensary location is less than 1 mile from
Interstate 95. The center can be reached using public transportation at SEPTA’s Allegheny
Station or Tioga Station on the Market-Frankford Elevated Subway Line, Light Rail at
Richmond and Belgrade Streets, Septa Bus Lines 5, 25, 60, and 89, and features on-site parking.

We anticipate that the center will see 100 patients per day in its first year of operations and
increase to 300-400 patients per day thereafter.

Public transportation and medical facility sites are provided in the maps below:
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0.8 Miles from Tioga Station on the Market-Frankford Line

0.9 Miles from Allegheny Station on the Market-Frankford Line
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Location accessible to six different SEPTA lines combining buses, subways and regional rails.

0.8 Mile Drive From I-95
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patient access to the 1.2 million people within a 10 mile radius of the facility. The Conshohocken
location also provides the borough’s 7,890 residents with easy access to care and presents an
opportunity to maximize the economic impact of new, well-paid employment opportunities.

Conshohocken has a lower median household income, a higher unemployment rate, and higher
poverty levels compared to Montgomery County averages. The wellness center dispensary would
add both entry-level and highly-skilled employment opportunities, with nearly two-thirds of
positions being accessible to unskilled community members, and provide on-the-job training.
The entry-level positions have a starting salary of $45,000 – family-sustaining wages, above the
borough’s median household income.  The position of Dispensary Director requires a Doctor of
Pharmacy, which would add an advanced degree position to the community.

Patient Access

To facilitate patient access, the wellness center dispensary is centrally located close to 1
mile off the Blue Route and Schuylkill Expressway, a five minute drive to the Pennsylvania
Turnpike, and within close proximity to public transportation. The location can be reached
using public transportation on SEPTA Bus Lines 95 and 97, as well as the Regional Rail line
which is less than 1 mile away, and features on-site parking. Fayette Street also generates heavy
foot traffic at present, and we anticipate that the center will see 100 patients per day in its first
year of operations and increase to 300-400 patients per day thereafter.

Public transportation and medical facility sites are provided in the maps below:
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The SEPTA bus stops on our corner for stop-to-stop convenience for all bus riders. The SEPTA
train station is 0.7 miles from our location.

0.7 Miles to Conshohocken Regional Rail Station
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The facility is a short 3-minute drive from Exit 332 on the Schuylkill Expressway. Access from
Exit 18 off the Blue Route is a 5-minute drive as well. The site will have twenty dedicated
parking spots.

1.0 Mile Drive From Exit 332 on I-76
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1.5 Mile Drive From Exit 18 on I-476

Direct Economic Impact From Construction & Renovations

The ongoing operations of the wellness center dispensary will also create induced benefits, the
spending of labor income by employees, and increased foot traffic – all of which will strengthen
local businesses in the community.

The wellness center dispensary will also be located in a building in need of significant upgrade,
with as much as $500,000 in renovations planned. These renovations will create direct economic
and fiscal benefits through direct capital investments, and the long-term economic health of the
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Our Exeter Township wellness center dispensary is located on Business Route 422, a short
distance from Downtown Reading.  As noted above, two bus routes use Perkiomen Avenue as a
main thoroughfare, allowing riders to disembark immediately in front of the dispensary.

Bus Route 8 Stops in Front of the Dispensary
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Our Exeter Township location is easily accessible from three major highway routes: I-176, Route
422, and State Route 562.

0.7 Mile Drive from Exit Off Route 422

2.1 Mile Drive from Exit 10 on  I-176
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1.1 Mile Drive From Junction 562
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Direct Economic Impact From Construction & Renovations

The ongoing operations of the wellness center dispensary will also create induced benefits, the
spending of labor income by employees, and increased foot traffic – all of which will strengthen
local businesses in the community.

The wellness center dispensary will also be located in a building in need of significant upgrade,
with as much as $500,000 in renovations planned. These renovations will create direct economic
and fiscal benefits through direct capital investments, and the long-term economic health of the
community will be improved by the ongoing operations of the center.

Community Outreach for Our Three Dispensaries

In selecting Port Richmond (Philadelphia), Conshohocken, and Exeter Township, we conducted
extensive community outreach in order to maximize the positive impact we can make on the
community. Through that process, we met with municipal and county heads of economic
development and planning; leaders of law enforcement agencies; state, local and county elected
officials; and community groups. After sharing our plans with these individuals and groups, we
have laid the groundwork for strong partnerships with the community and are eager to further
those conversations if approved.

To provide all residents of the Port Richmond area, including and especially those with diverse
backgrounds access to job and contracting opportunities with Elemental Health Group, our plan
includes outreach to the following community-based organizations:

1. African American Chamber of Commerce of PA, NJ, & DE
2. Greater Philadelphia Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
3. Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce
4. Port Richmond Town Watch
5. Port Richmond on Patrol and Civic (PROPAC)
6. Port Richmond Community Group (PRCG)
7. Kensington & Allegheny Business Association
8. Port Richmond Industrial Development Enterprise
9. Aramingo Ave Business Association
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10. Community College of Philadelphia – Career Services Center
11. Pennsylvania Diversity Council – Corporate Partnership

a. Annual Leadership Conference in Philadelphia
b. Healthcare Diversity Summit
c. Women in Leadership Symposiums

12. City of Philadelphia’s Chief Diversity and Inclusion Officer
13. NAACP Philadelphia Branch
14. American Legion Post 152
15. VFW Post 3610 Greater Kensington Post

To provide all residents of the Conshohocken area, including and especially those with diverse
backgrounds access to job and contracting opportunities with Elemental Health Group, our plan
includes outreach to the following community-based organizations:

1. African American Chamber of Commerce of PA, NJ, & DE
2. Greater Philadelphia Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
3. Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce
4. Conshohocken Revitalization Alliance
5. Conshohocken Economic Development Corporation
6. Main Line Chamber of Commerce
7. Montgomery County Chamber of Commerce

a. Health & Wellness Committee
b. Women’s Resource Council

8. NAACP Main Line Branch
9. Whitemarsh Business Association
10. Conshohocken Business and Professional Women's Club
11. PennSuburban Chamber of Greater Montgomery County

c. LGBT Committee
d. Small Business Committee
e. Women’s Network

12. Montgomery County Community College – Office of Career Services
13. Pennsylvania Diversity Council – Corporate Partnership

f. Annual Leadership Conference in Philadelphia
g. Healthcare Diversity Summit
h. Women in Leadership Symposiums

14. Narberth Ambulance – Medic 313
15. American Legion Post 355
16. Conshohocken VFW Post 1074
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To provide all residents of the Exeter Township area, including and especially those with diverse
backgrounds access to job and contracting opportunities with Elemental Health Group, our plan
includes outreach to the following community-based organizations:

1. Greater Reading Chamber of Commerce & Industry
2. Berks County Latino Chamber of Commerce
3. Berks County Community Development Office
4. Berks County Industrial Development Authority
5. Exeter Community Education Foundation
6. Council on Chemical Abuse
7. Berks County Community Foundation - Diversity Alliance Fund
8. NAACP Reading Branch
9. Reading Area Community College – Career Services Center
10. Pennsylvania Diversity Council – Corporate Partnership

d. Annual Leadership Conference in Philadelphia
e. Healthcare Diversity Summit
f. Women in Leadership Symposiums

11. Exeter Township Volunteer Fire Department
12. American Legion Dautrich-Mangiolardo-Moyer, PA Post 934
13. American Legion Birdsboro Memorial, PA Post 626
14. VFW Post 411 Birdsboro Memorial Post
15. VFW Post 38 Lt. Gen. Hunter Liggett Post

A sale agreement for the purchase of 701 Fayette Street, Conshohocken, PA 19428 as well as
respective lease agreements for 3901 Perkiomen Avenue, Reading, PA 19606 and 3368
Memphis Street, Philadelphia, PA 19134 are in place and all necessary zoning requirements have
been met.

Community Commitments

Community Advisory Panel

As part of our commitment to maintaining strong relationships with the community, we will
establish a “Community Advisory Panel” comprised of representatives from community groups,
state and local government, law enforcement, schools, medical facilities, and more. Once
established, we will convene this group on a quarterly basis to create open forums for dialogue
between our organization and these constituencies. These forums will ensure any potential issues
are quickly discovered and addressed, and will enable us to share our progress in making a
positive impact in the respective communities in which we operate.
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Compassionate Care Program

Our goal is to serve all community members in need of care, regardless of their income level or
assets. As such, we will offer a “Compassionate Care” program, modeled after co-founder Beth
Stavola’s programs in Arizona and Nevada, which will offer discounted or free care to seniors,
veterans, and residents living below the poverty line.

Veterans Workforce Program

In addition to creating opportunities for local residents to receive care and family-sustaining jobs,
we are committed to hiring our nation’s community of Armed-Forces Veterans as often as
possible.  These individuals and their families have made sacrifices to serve our country and we
would be honored and privileged to recruit and hire them. These individuals also know how to
best serve veteran patients suffering from different painful and stressful conditions, including
PTSD. Our co-founder, Beth Stavola, has maintained 20% of her staff as these heroic men and
women in her medical cannabis businesses, and we are prepared to strive for the same.

Charitable Donations

Once approved, we will also implement programs to give back with both our time and financial
resources. We will establish a non-profit foundation and dedicate a share of our net profits to
create a pool of financial resources that are available to the community. Based on further
consultation with community groups and an assessment of needs, we will establish a Community
Benefits Agreement, which will guide the distribution and use of funding. In addition, we will
offer our employees paid time off for volunteering in the community. Members of our team have
already created award-winning corporate responsibility programs, and we are fully committed to
leveraging that expertise for the benefit of Port Richmond, Conshohocken and Exeter Township.

Educational Outreach to Patients and Physicians

Peer to Peer Education

An important aspect of building a successful medical cannabis industry in Pennsylvania involves
demystifying and destigmatizing medical cannabis across the healthcare spectrum as a viable
treatment option for the 17 disease indications recommended by the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. Like other pharmaceutical treatments that require specialized training, educating
the medical community on the treatment protocols will require peer-to-peer outreach with our
team of physicians and pharmacists.

Our team of healthcare professionals, including our Chief Medical Officer, Dr. Philip Sasso, will
work to educate physicians, pharmacists, patient care representatives, and patients throughout the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Our team of physicians and pharmacists will collaborate with
the medical community to develop best practices and recommended uses of medical cannabis
across all approved treatment indications.
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The Peer-to-Peer Education Program will be carried out through grand rounds at nearby medical
centers, as well as state, regional, and local medical meetings and conferences. We will support
the cost of partnering with certified medical education companies in developing non-branded
education materials.

Additional features of the program will include:

1. Support for white papers that can be published through credible medical journals that
address unmet clinical needs and the appropriate use of medical cannabis for
treatment of patients.

2. Develop an informational website to serve as a resource for physicians, pharmacists, and
other healthcare professionals.

Community Outreach and Education

Equally important to building a successful medical cannabis industry in Pennsylvania is
demystifying and destigmatizing medical cannabis within the communities we serve. In order to
benefit from it, patients must first understand the appropriate medical uses.

As such, we will conduct community outreach in Port Richmond, Conshohocken and Exeter
Township using some of the following methods:

1. Invite community leaders to tour the Port Richmond, Conshohocken and Exeter
Township wellness center dispensaries prior to our opening, allowing them to
personally meet members of our team to discuss patient care, quality, security, and
service to the community.

2. Community Advisory Panel reviews of the indications for use and how patients in the
community qualify for medical cannabis cards.

3. Develop a Community Benefit Agreement in conjunction with community leaders and
local needs as part of our efforts to give back.

4. Partner with local civic associations, hospitals, and others to host community meetings
that provide educational opportunities to community members.

Research Endeavors

Research can help us better understand treatment plans and options, as well as our patients’
needs and progress. Due to the federal regulatory status of medical cannabis, clinical research
has been difficult to develop to date. Pennsylvania has established multiple constructs for groups
to partner with academic and medical centers to advance the science and further develop
standardized treatment protocols. We have initiated discussions with some of the foremost
science, technology and medical institutions, and are committed to building ongoing
relationships to further their research capabilities.
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With our team’s deep experience in pharmaceutical and biotech clinical development, we will
collect and analyze data for the purposes of advancing research as we further develop optimal
treatments for the 17 disease indications approved by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. We
are working with two university systems to establish a longitudinal registry where we collect
data (HIPAA compliant) and share it with these academic partners, and will initiate this registry
on day one.  Over time, we will continue to invest in these partnerships and build the necessary
infrastructure to become the preeminent leader in medical cannabis data collection, integration,
and insight.

Our initial objectives include:

1. Establish a database of all wellness center dispensary patients to create a depot of
demographic information.

2. Capture indication, product formulation, strain, THC/CBD profile, and simple quality of
life information over time.

3. Establish predetermined objectives for data collection and reporting.

Conclusion

As evidenced by the detailed plans provided above, we are fully committed to making the
communities in which we operate healthier, stronger and more economically vibrant.
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